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Introduction

Tisziji: “On New Year’s Day 1972, after my roller coaster-like experiences with unenlightened, 
mechanical, and psychic musicians, I made a decision to change the priority of music from a 
primary life focus to being secondary to the enlightenment process, self-realization, and God 
consciousness. Spirit revealed to me that the music scene was just another form of death; and 
through Spirit I was pressed to see the future and how little not only Toronto, but the jazz scene 
in general, had to do with my creative process. I was not a child of jazz. I was a child born of the 
primordial sound current, and jazz was just one of many different forms, apart from the fire of 
the creative process itself, that I was to become familiar with and relatively adept at.

“I had already attained a small degree of the social fame and name game as a musician and 
had proven to be quite creative with my limited musical work, its research and development. I 
had seen and heard enough of the music scene to temporarily retire from it, rededicating my 
life to the way of spirituality, yogic development, karma-transformation, and self-transcending 
purificational spiritual practice. I knew then, beyond any doubt, that I was marked to become 
a spiritual guide or Master, a teacher, a spiritual friend, or in essence just an ordinary being in 
a most sacred sense. Such light was being revealed to me in dreams and coincidences I could 
deny but not ignore. Many were telling me what I was not ready to hear - that I was a teacher, 
guru, and master! The responsibility implied in these statements seemed greater than I needed 
to handle.”

Having temporarily removed himself from the worldly phase of musician servant, Tisziji, tran-
scending jazz structure and culture, was moving into the realm of spiritual servant. His personal 
contact with jazz music masters in Toronto was being replaced by contact with spiritual masters, 
whom Tisziji accessed through their written works and through psychic, meditational, spiritual, or 
direct personal contact.

Destined to become a teacher, Tisziji assimilated a vast amount of wisdom from many of the 
world’s great spiritual teachings. This awakened the need to re-examine the Christian roots and 
core teachings of Roman Catholicism, and find out for himself who a real Christian was, apart from 
Jesus Christ. While Tisziji’s research of such teachings was of significant value to his progression, 
he was already transcending these works and creating his own unique, free of all schools, ‘the no 
school’ teaching and practice.

Tisziji: “At that time in the early seventies, Spirit was bringing me to the next step, a higher 
step, an upgrading or intensification of psychophysical purification and surrender to the Heart 
in the Spirit and fact of the Heart. This next major step towards spiritual mastery required a 
demonstration of profound understanding, insight, and intuition into the many forms of God’s 
wisdom as living word. This step required a demonstration of deeper vision, or seeing into, the 
Heart-minds of various devotees, advanced practitioners, and adepts of the many levels and 
paths of spirituality, including the higher psychic, the higher mental, and most importantly, the 
transcendent, the paradoxical, and knowing beyond knowing.”
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“Since the intense period of surrender to Spirit in 1969, and while there was a ton of karma to 
work off in preparation for mastership, the inner-master began to make its presence and its guid-
ance known. Perpetual spiritual enthusiasm began to be evident in my case. I became obsessed 
with mastering my sexual energy, knowing beyond any doubt that it was key to my mastery of 
creative expression, and essential for fueling my creative need for ecstatic musical and fire-teach-
ing functioning. Spiritual self-confidence became and remained an ongoing reality!

“I grew in cultivating clear thought, knowingness, expansiveness of ideas and feelings, emo-
tional intensity, regenerative sexual power, the feeling of creative urgency, and the overwhelming 
need to create immediately and on the spot. My ability to focus, my fluency of thought, with 
consistency and persistency of creative vision, intensified and became predominating features 
of my psyche and creative function as musical creator, spiritual teacher, and life master. I was 
beginning to outgrow the past and the present.”1 

1 Muñoz, Tisziji. God-Fire. The Illumination Society, Inc. Newburgh, NY. July 1999. p. 9.
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Awakening Beyond All Culturing

As Tisziji looked into the complex systems of spiritual works, he became increasingly more sensi-
tive to the human disposition towards ‘early practice stage’ connecting to group consciousness. He 
understood why many beings felt compelled to belong to, or believe in, religious or spiritual works 
where they could get lost in the crowd without having to confront or address their real spiritual 
needs. According to Tisziji, this underlying fear of aloneness helped to create and perpetuate many 
organizations (spiritual or otherwise) that served the purpose of bringing beings together, but also 
exploited the ordinary human tendency toward conformity at the expense of the spiritual identity 
that is unique to each individual. This ‘pack’ consciousness pervades many human endeavors, but 
is particularly prevalent in spiritual and religious pursuits. It has led to all manner of fanaticism, 
as people have gotten stuck in belief systems that do not allow for tolerance, expansion, or creative 
alternatives. Tisziji sees this basic human need for compromised socialization at all costs as the 
culprit behind the division that has wreaked havoc with the human race.

Tisziji: “The phenomenon of cults is directly related to the phenomenon of human culturing. 
All humans are relatively cultic by nature. All humans are descendants of family lineages, tribes, 
clans, or cultures. Thus, all religions are cults, and their followers are, by nature, necessarily cul-
tic. We are raised to be family, political, social, religious, and musical cultists. There are relatively 
positive cults and there are relatively negative or destructive cults. There are self-limiting cults 
and there are self-liberating cults. There are self-serving cults and there are self-destroying cults. 
Only enlightened beings are free of both positive and negative tendencies towards human cult-
ism and all of the implications of cultic attachments, especially those cultic attachments which 
lead to or empower the suffering of all manner of psychophysical bondage, ignorance, or unen-
lightened beingness.

“By the word ‘cultic,’ I am referring to any and all relations, partners, associations, systems, 
communities, or groups assuming any form of attachment, or practicing any form of religious 
or zealous worship, ritual, routine, or ceremony for the purpose of bonding or structuring. Now, 
my definition of whatever a cult is covers a vast territory of cultic behaviors. My definition defies 
the conventional implications of the word cult if and when cult is used in purely high, low, good, 
bad, puritanical, or fanatical religious terms.

“The word cult refers to presumed, assumed, or preferred conditions of limitations that are 
based on the illusion of separation, difference, or even individuality. Therefore, apart from en-
lightened beings who are beyond all forms of self-limiting cultism, even when paradoxically they 
seem to be engaged in or a part of one or more circles, ologies, or isms, all those who are igno-
rantly against or assume self-righteous superiority over cults are merely being cultic themselves. 
They constitute the cult, cohesion, or like-minded group of the anti-cults.

“There is a conventional use of the word cult, which is unconsciously used or practiced by or-
dinary, unenlightened, egotistic, or selfish beings over or against other beings and their respec-
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tive high or low cults; and there is the universal or transparent use of the word cult, which is used 
as a way of revealing, exposing, or indicating the negative games of the cult of self-righteousness, 
whenever they show up as a result of unenlightened ignorance and self-righteous, thoroughly 
heartless self-pride. All human beings are cultic beings before, during, and after birth and death! 
Such culticness or clingingness is destroyed or transcended by self-transcending spiritual prac-
tice, awakenment, spiritual liberation, and enlightenment.

“The pattern of culticalizing any set of conditions or limitations to the degree of negative 
bonding resulting in suffering is what many claim being human is about. The cults of friends, 
associates, or relations fit into this patterning, structuring, or culturing, and determine or dictate 
behavioral patterns that are not only expected or obligatory but difficult to recognize, break, 
change, or transform.

“There are as many cults as there are beings, as each being is a cult-complex unto themselves. 
There is the fundamental cult of self, where the self is acknowledged, worshipped as, or mistaken 
for God or selfless Heart-source. Has anyone created themselves? Has anyone created their self? 
Such is the cult of ego, vanity, or the cult of pride, the cult of the only begotten self, or the cult 
of absolutely self-interested, self-absorbed, negative selfishness. Thus, there are as many cults as 
there are arrangements, situations, conditions, or relationships wherever and whenever the cult 
of mutuality or agreement is used to bind beings and to keep them in line, confining them to 
agreements, commitments, promises, vows, or false assumptions. This cult of mutuality is also 
called the cult of no changes, the cult of non-transformation, the cult of no possibilities, and 
ultimately, the cult of death. What makes any of these relations or associations a cult is not the 
known or unknown appearances of such relations, but the win or lose, love or hate games, be-
haviors, or contract conditions of self-created attachment, which in turn empower and seal the 
individual’s subjection or slavery to the cultic influence.

“It is socially expected and thus natural for humans to respect and fear the power of position, 
and its authority or position of power. It is also as natural for humans to be ignorant and unen-
lightened, to believe and follow rather than to know, initiate, or lead; to take the easy way out by 
conforming rather than going the hard way in through inquiry, intuitive knowing, or realization 
as a result of awakening to the truth of free Soul being. Therefore, many unknowingly participate 
in the cult of ignorance. Such beings have agreed to not know. They have nothing else to create 
or say about, or even spiritually add to, what has been stated in the past, even as far back as two 
thousand years ago, by beings who may, in fact, have been writing for or about themselves and 
their experiences, visions, or realizations. Actually, these realizations may have nothing whatso-
ever to do with the experiences, thinking, or realization of anyone else, yet they are regarded as 
emanating from the divine God itself.”1

“In the Old Testament, humans are made to fear God or what I call the love of all things! It is 
common scientific knowledge that humans fear the unknown. If God is the unknown, and hu-
mans tend to fear the unknown, then it is clear that such humans have no real association, con-
nection, or intuitive knowledge/realization of God as transcendent reality. To Biblical followers 
or scriptural maniacs, God means the fearable unknown, the destroyer. God is then merely a 
concept/word/symbol originally imposed upon the masses, used to denote that which one fears 

1 Muñoz, Tisziji. Awakening Beyond All Culturing. The Illumination Society, Inc. Newburgh, NY. 1990. p. 1-3. 
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most, such as in the fear of death. Therefore, the wrathful God of the Old Testament is actually 
the lord of death, who is more appropriately characterized by the symbol or the image of the dev-
il who supposedly represents the cultic practice or path of wrath, revenge, fear, hate, bondage, 
death, or destruction.”2

“Those who follow the cults or paths of argumentation or proof based upon mere scriptural 
quotations are not realized beings. Such beings are, at best, educated seekers who are operating 
from the lower planes, the lower astral or mental planes, those planes of duality wherein conflict 
and opposition have their relative reality. To such beings, all things are false or unknowable out-
side of their beliefs! These beings belong to knowledge, book, or scripture cults. 

“If anyone’s scripture happens to be the Bible and they base all of their belief, knowledge, and 
truth on what was written in the Bible by Biblical writers, they appropriately belong to Bible cults 
that worship or venerate those testimonies, beliefs, values, rituals, and ceremonies based upon 
the translations and interpretations of those ancient writings! Such beings also hold that such 
scriptures, books, or writings are, of themselves, more important or higher than God’s creation 
or human life, thereby justifying the aggressiveness, hostility, or even violence perpetrated by 
many Bible cultists upon or against anyone who disagrees with them or their books. Therefore, 
many so-called Bible cultists, who may be self-righteous religious fanatics, are also warmongers 
and among the first to condone state-sanctioned murder, and the first to break their Biblical 
Commandment ‘Thou shalt not kill,’ and Jesus’ Commandment to peacefully ‘Turn the other 
cheek.’ Are those who defy these laws good practitioners, holy ones, and legitimate leaders of 
their faith?”3

“How many humans are ready to fulfill these commandments as they read? Since most humans 
cannot fulfill these commandments of compassion, who are they given to? And if not for this 
world, for which world?”

2 IBID. p. 6.
3 IBID. p. 29-30.
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Divine Heresy

The division and hatred that many fanatical religious followers have spawned in the name of God 
was a crucial issue for Tisziji. As he entered his early twenties, he began to unravel the mysteries 
of human spirituality, not the least of which was his need to test the validity of Catholicism and 
Christianity, which had played such a powerful role in his early life family experience. Moreover, 
the exposure to an assortment of Christian mindsets, which Tisziji had encountered in one form or 
another, served to intensify a phase of spiritual inquiry that Tisziji had already begun.

Tisziji’s spontaneous spiritual liberation from his Roman Catholic upbringing and the spiritual 
dilemmas that came with this belief system enabled him to recognize, understand, and transcend 
the inconsistencies, ambiguities, and hypocrisies that were blatantly obvious to him, but apparently 
invisible or inconceivable to most Christian followers. Tisziji’s progression also brought him closer 
to the Heart-source of basic Christian philosophies that he intuitively knew had been grossly dis-
torted and misrepresented over the ages.

Tisziji: “Sadly, but honestly, I was raised in a family of lovable, happy, and humorous Christian 
hypocrites. Nobody practiced what was preached in the Bible. Everyone was on their own trip 
being ordinary, hedonistic, materialistic, narcissistic, and egotistic church visitors. The Roman 
Catholic Church played a certain background/quiet authoritarian part in all of this mess called 
family life at the time, which included lots of joking, cussing, smoking, drinking, fighting, ar-
guing, and general ordinary human suffering, accentuated by the usual ‘Oh my God,’ ‘Jesus have 
mercy on us!’ and much worse. This was not the religious life. This was a dependency upon 
church and religion to cover one’s ass from all of the sinning and falling from grace that was 
clearly evident to me and any honest person in the family. I loved my family who consisted of 
beautiful, lovable, emotional, but all too human, confused, and perhaps depressed individuals. 
Spiritual practitioners, more than religious adherents, they were not. None but my aunts Ruca 
and Gracie spoke to me in deep spiritual language as a norm. It wasn’t beyond certain relatives of 
mine to say ‘I’ll kill you if you say anything bad about Jesus!’ while they were finishing their fourth 
or sixth can of Reingold beer! On the balance, if God is to be equated with the feeling of loving, 
caring, and emotional companionship, then I would have to say God was strongly present in the 
family as such. Mine was a normal Roman Catholic family and a great place to start my formal 
quest into the Heart and nature of Jesus, and the type of Heart being he is.”

The spiritual issues that Tisziji was exploring as a young man would continue to have an impact on 
his own teaching function, and years later, after he had transcended his need for inquiry, but real-
izing that others had a need for such inquiry, Tisziji formulated a teaching that gave certain beings 
an opportunity to look at an assortment of spiritual works with open eyes, minds, and hearts. As we 
move ahead in the sequence of events that led up to Tisziji’s role as teacher, the insights presented 
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here were in fact being formulated back in the early seventies, but at that point, Tisziji had no viable 
method for disseminating his knowledge.

During the mid 1970’s, Tisziji began to reluctantly assume the role of teacher, as certain beings 
were spiritually drawn to him for the purposes of being in sacred company, practice, guidance, or 
specific instruction. In the beginning, Tisziji’s teaching function emerged, for the most part, in the 
form of intense philosophical and spiritual discussions, which he shared with those who were open 
to hearing his Heart wisdom. While some notes were taken during this phase, most of Tisziji’s pre-
cious words were not recorded. But as time went on, Tisziji was being pressured by Spirit to create 
a more enduring work, which would serve others who would be drawn to him in the future. 

Tisziji could not forestall the inevitable. The pressures of Mastership were heavily upon him in 
New York City when, in 1983, at a pivotal point in his life, the demand of Spirit was made perfectly 
clear. In the midst of many stressful karmatic conditions, Tisziji experienced several death-like 
experiences in which he was given profound ‘don’t turn back’ messages by Spirit about the con-
tinuation of his work. Tisziji often states that until 1983 he did not feel fully incarnated into this 
dimension!

Tisziji: “1983 was a year of dramatic change for me. Again, I left the body as if dead, and went to 
heaven in the higher worlds of Spirit. But this time it was different. It was more than a glimpse 
and a visitation. This was neither fantasy nor hallucination. This was infinitely more profound 
and intense than any typical out-of-body experience. This was for real, for keeps, and for all be-
ings. There was no body, there was no Earth, there was no past, there was no family; there was 
nothing to speak of or refer to but the Heart itself. I chose to return to the body out of love for 
those I was reborn to serve in Spirit from the spiritual Light of wisdom and the spiritual Sound 
of silence.”

It was at that critical time, after Tisziji had accepted Spirit’s demand to move more fully into direct-
ed Mastership, that Tisziji was moved by Spirit to create his first major written work, The Sacred 
Knowing Of Is, in which Tisziji laid to rest many of the unsettling questions about Christianity and 
religion in general. 

Tisziji: “For spiritual agents, when Spirit is upon them, they become pregnant like a woman and 
they are without choice but to deliver the newborn work, creation, revelation, or transforming 
catalyst that seems to make dynamic adjustments or changes in the circle and inevitably in the 
world.”

Tisziji’s spiritualist doctrine, The Sacred Knowing Of Is, was and is a masterfully insightful work 
in which Tisziji’s genius was definitely and clearly illuminated. In this work, a true stream of con-
sciousness inquiry, Tisziji explores and expresses some controversial viewpoints about the oppres-
sive manipulations that have been perpetrated against the true spiritual needs and tendencies of 
human beings in the name of religion. His intuitive realizations provoke a profound inspection 
into the issues of spirituality. Here, Tisziji questions the very essence of handed-down-through-the 
ages beliefs and the repercussions of such blind faith. The following excerpts from Book One of The 
Sacred Knowing Of Is are clearly from the Heart and mind of a Master teacher.
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Tisziji: “The messages of the great books, the Testaments, Bibles, Holy Scriptures and the like, 
express a typically fear-based religious, if not political, state of mind rather than the state of real-
ized, liberated, or transcendent free truth as it is, here and now. These source-books were written 
by scholarly ‘spiritual’ men to control, influence, and subjugate the willing masses, thus luring 
the gullible and uneducated into mindless patterns of ignorant conformity with existing reli-
gio-political, philosophic, or theoretic, moralistic presumptions that were, and still are, regard-
ed as truth, and forcefully and even violently imposed upon the masses as legal and spiritual law.

“These materialistic, power-mongering, status-seeking, priest-like leaders, determined as 
they were and still are to live comfortably and high in the graces of social and materialistic pow-
er, created, promoted and demanded a system of fellowship which actually, and especially psy-
chically, took from the poor and gave to the rich. This unfair economic system was self-servingly 
and easily used by politically sanctioned powerful advocates of orthodox religion whose views 
were founded on the ‘Being poor on Earth now equals being rich in heaven later’ myth. This po-
litically correct priesthood had to operate from their ability to create or invent persuasive, cred-
ible, and acceptable time-based myths, legends, and self-serving distortions of facts and truths.

“The allegorical story of Adam and Eve presents Adam and Eve as having actually lived in 
the past, while in fact they may merely represent the religious view of the times of Moses. Such 
a view, for transcendentalists, reveals less of the truth or divine reality of a benign God as a 
supreme or transcendent being than the relative truth that human scribes too often operate as 
politically self-righteous or even sexist beings. 

“Beyond the cultural, societal, religious, and political movements and their strategies, which 
may karmatically be set into motion at any time of human evolution for the purpose of con-
trolling or manipulating a portion or segment of the masses, exists a spiritual reality. This spiri-
tual reality, apart from being talked about hypothetically, can only be genuinely known through 
a realization, or knowingness of or as that awakened awareness which is the same as the divine 
and transcendent Heart love-wisdom in and of all beings. Thus, forms of religions and their po-
litico-economic and socio-morality systems are effects of the times, while Spirit, as pure aware-
ness, is the source of all that was and is created. Therefore, those who will create religions should 
be genuinely spiritually awakened, having direct access to the realization of the highest spiritual 
world. Those who are merely unenlightened yet faithfully religious, pious, or righteous beings, 
can neither create such access nor create a genuine religion or church leading to universal reali-
zation or radical awakenment into liberated, transcendent Heart practice.

“Are Adam and Eve the true parents of the human race? Or are these two beings representing 
the ancient polarital sexual dynamics of human nature? Are these two beings reflective of prime-
val religious values or transcendent consciousness? Is their truth in time, in space, or in the now? 
Karmatically speaking, their truth is in, of, and from time. Paradoxically speaking, all known, 
imaginary, or potential beings only exist in the now. 

“The good Adam and evil Eve myth has survived and been agreed with for thousands of 
years. The characters of Adam and Eve are described as originally being like innocent children 
who, in their allotted time period, did not demonstrate their worthiness of paradise. Their tragic 
story tells of their apparent inferior choices and ‘sinful’ behavior, which supposedly made them 
deserving of falling into a state of eternal disgrace. This fall establishes the dark tone of a kar-
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matic, mechanically negative, or fear-based, mind-created, religious, and dogmatic doctrine. In 
its inaccurate imaginings, presumptions, and prejudices relative to sex, creation, humankind, 
and a patriarchal ‘God,’ this dogma produced and continues to maintain a tragic and deliberate 
psychic obstruction, and a fundamentally disempowering lie against all beings, but especially 
against all women. There are far too many beings who believe in and adhere to this religio-sexist 
dogma. 

“The real process of spiritual progression through material incarnation as spirit-soul beings 
in progression from world to world, in the presence of the divine being and its pure spiritual 
essence that pervades all beings as God consciousness, is never alluded to or referred to in such 
unenlightened and fear-inspiring, intellectualistic doctrines of narcissism-empowering moral-
istic materialism. 

“Neither the male nor the female principle caused or created the real activity and ongoing 
process of universal being, which has its true cause and effect in the self-originating essence of 
consciousness itself, here and now. For whatever is truly male and female are only apparent or 
relatively perceived distinctions, which in truth may not exist of or as themselves. God, as the 
totality and transcendence of all consciousness, appears to be all beings and things and beyond. 

“In the lower mind worlds of dualistic relativity, the male and female principles have their 
respective functions as the active-creative and passive-receptive qualities in the universe of time, 
space, energy, and matter; but it is truer still that these principles are not absolute. They are rel-
ative and perhaps now even obsolete. These principles are not pure in and of themselves, nor do 
they begin or end in and of themselves. Spirit is not the flesh. Light is not the bulb. Thus, seen 
more deeply, the male is female, just as the female is also male. 

“Many of the Earth world’s social and religious problems may be seen to have much to do 
with these inaccurate presumptions of, or inadequate reasonings about, traditional or even rad-
ical sexual polarity, and the Spirit-inhibiting roles and aberrant relational functions and effects 
or products that descend from them.

“Reason is the authoritative vice that has caused ordinary or orthodox religion to become the 
religious monster that it is. Wisdom, not ego-building or self-serving reason, should be the basis 
and modus operandi of any and all religious practice. Reason, defined as either simple, abstract, 
or pure reason, which is logical or otherwise based upon false, materialistic, or mere karmatic 
premises, leads to greater ignorance, self-righteous self-limitation, psychic bondage, suffering, 
and the systematic destruction or disintegration of body, mind, and Soul as one’s universal or 
spiritual awareness center.

“The ‘age of reason’ and fundamental cause and effect logic or self-justification ordinarily be-
gins at approximately the seventh year of life, whereas the age or edge of intuitional insight, real-
ization, or awakenment occurs during young adulthood, once the mind itself, let alone its egoic 
muscle for intellectual reasoning, is understood and gone beyond. Thus, beyond those intellec-
tuals who worship reason, who applaud mere mechanical or learned intellectual muscle or pride, 
who sleep in the graveyard of scientific materialism, and who deny the existence of intuitionally 
validatable spiritual realities and transcendent beingness, there are spiritual practitioners, work-
ers, and creative and illuminated spirits who know Spirit and its ways, beyond all knowing and 
philosophical reasoning. Such beings know beyond all doubt and skepticism that the very unde-
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veloped reasoning that has produced ordinary educational standards is a mind-trap method for 
controlling and manipulating, not liberating or enlightening, the unaware masses. Such materi-
alistic intellectual reasoning has traditionally been offered as ‘the answer’ or lawful solution to 
those mysteries and dynamics of life which, in fact, are only directly realized through a process 
of genuine free inquiry into the transcendent truth of enlightened beingness. 

“The worldwide tradition of patriarchal churches has succeeded over the ages to maintain its 
power, influence, and control by manipulating the social conscience of its followers and mem-
bers. Tragically, such churches were not founded upon any process of genuine enlightenment 
or realizable God consciousness arrived at through universal self-realization or awakenment 
through transcendent self-illumination. Any one or group that teaches that one can or will ac-
tually burn in a hell-place for eternity speaks neither from truth, spiritual advancement, or real 
spiritual experience. Such churches and their so-called spiritual authorities speak from the dark 
need to promote fear-inspiring spiritual-terrorism, such as in the case of the fear doctrine of the 
‘Lord’s Judgment Day.’ Such a day has yet to come for those who are unenlightened believers or 
unillumined seekers. Such a judgment day, moment, or crisis has already come and gone in the 
case of genuine practitioners who are channels or instruments of pure Spirit and who are hap-
py-free to practice anywhere, under any and all circumstances or conditions.

“Such terrorism or hell-fire threats of the soul, or soul manipulations and their guilt-produc-
ing reasonings have been strictly designed, invented, and perpetrated upon the gullible by unen-
lightened, fearful, and thus fear-mongering men to create, develop, socialize, and culture the ego 
as a false self-center. This presumed self creates and generates the delusory activity of assumed 
separation and self-division, while ultimately crucifying the spirit-souls of unaware, inferior, or 
unenlightened beings. Followers of such ‘reasonable’ doctrines of fear live in self-created worlds 
of hell where only stupidity, not real intuitive intelligence, is ‘God,’ and where wrath or punish-
ment, not spiritual realization, is the key to any heaven or reality. 

“Social conscience and social behavior are merely second chakra or creation-destruction sex-
ual relational dynamics of life. These are dynamics all beings progress beyond and ones that each 
being enters during their natural childhood. These are far from any dynamic worth basing one’s 
life upon or worth recognizing as an ultimate social or spiritual truth. Thus, socialization and 
congregating in the name of any religious doctrine or dogma is only a beginner’s step on the real 
path to spiritual discovery and free self-realization. Such karmatically binding religious social-
ization, true as it is to the herd instinct in all beings, is one of the first of the inherited karmati-
cally binding fear-based attachments that need to be recognized, renounced, and gone beyond. 

“This process of social enslavement in the name of religion must be made known to all sin-
cere seekers and aspirants by responsible practitioners and leaders. Those fledgling beings in 
desperate need of such religious, socializing, and mere morality-building culturing need to be 
viewed with compassionate wisdom and spiritual understanding in terms of the true, deep, and 
infinite processes of spiritual unfoldment and transcendent realization. Thus, karmas of con-
science and religious socialization, education and politicization, and their inevitable karmatic 
entanglements and conflicts, are best left to undeveloped and unenlightened beings.

“These churches or cults of reason or dungeons of the darkness of knowledge have capital-
ized on the human need for early life socialization and appropriate religious training, but have 
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tragically mistaken the spark of intellectual reasoning for the infinitely brilliant light of liberated 
Soul. Such a light knows no barriers or limitations. This light of Soul knows only freedom and 
the power and happiness of such a freedom, which is the transcendent truth of Soul itself.”1 

1 Muñoz, Tisziji. The Sacred Knowing of Is: Book One. The Illumination Society, Inc. Newburgh, NY. 1983. p. 106-115.
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41

Ask To Receive What?

While the writings of The Sacred Knowing Of Is were a completion and release of Tisziji’s intuitional 
views on spiritual disempowerment, especially as presented through Christian dogma, this doc-
trine was preceded by years of intense examination of an assortment of spiritual works including 
the Bible and the works of or about the Christian mystics. Tisziji was particularly interested in the 
ways in which many religions chose to present women as inferior beings, as though God singled 
out men to do ‘his’ work, leaving women to muddle through the maze of disempowering attitudes 
and sexist conspiracies to keep unenlightened men in power.

Tisziji: “In Biblical times, it was taught that only men read the Scriptures. Only men were close 
to God according to Biblical customs, beliefs, and practices. Is this God’s way of doing things? 
Did a man give birth to Jesus? Have not all holy men come from women? Why would the God 
of Christianity prefer men in the light of the fact that men are part women, therefore drawn to 
women, go into women, come out of women, and yet fear women? Could it be that the God of 
Christianity was and is still a sexist god? Could it also be that the God of Christianity consists 
mostly of the effects, beliefs, or desires of the minds and wills of certain men? Why do all beings 
understand, perceive, or realize God differently or at least unique to themselves? Is this because 
of God or God’s supposed creation, mankind? Does this male sexist Godism of Christianity re-
late to the sexual imperfections and perverse thinking of men? Does it relate to the imbalanced 
preferences of men over and against women who have been and are considered to be so-called 
inferior beings, as supposedly revealed in the story of Genesis and the allegory of Adam and Eve, 
wherein Eve was said to have caused the downfall of God’s firstborn male, Adam? Does any of 
this sound like real, and absolutely infinitely supreme, God? Is the so-called word of God really 
the word or sound vibration of God as the absolute highest and purest Heart of love itself? Is 
it not possible that from a culture who thought so little of women in general, as if women were 
responsible for any man’s lack of self-control, an invention concerning immaculate conception 
and Jesus’ birth was, for materialists, needed to justify his holiness, power, and perfect authority 
or messiahship? Who knows?”1

Questioning the validity of the virgin birth, or the intentions that may have been behind such a 
legend, Tisziji takes this inquiry a bit further. 

Tisziji: “Did Jesus come as one born in and of love, living a life of surrendered, selfless love to and 
for all beings, particularly for his own people? Or did he come as one conceived in and born of 
doubt, confusion, fear, lust, and religio-political conflict, living a life of conflict and suffering the 
effects of such conflict? Was not Jesus’ mother, Mary, completely confused about her ‘immacu-
late’ conception and being told about it by an angel from God? Is the sexual act of itself sinful and 

1 Muñoz, Tisziji. Be Bold Enough To Ask! The Illumination Society, Inc. Newburgh, NY. 1988. p. 4-5.
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unblessed? Is the pleasure of sex a curse and not blessed? Are intercourse, conception, and birth 
through the body of the woman a curse and not blessed? Was Jesus, as the story goes, the ‘only 
one’ ever born immaculately or outside of the ‘sinful’ and ‘perverse’ act of sexual intercourse, 
or haven’t there been many others before, during, and since that time who have also entered 
incarnation through extraordinary, conscious, and spiritual means? Did he know of these? Did 
he tell of these? Was he advanced enough to know of the laws of karma and the consequences of 
stating and making any reference whatsoever concerning an exclusive sonship, and how such a 
statement or assumption would not only draw followers, but repel others as if they were indeed 
forsaken? Would one truly born of God enter the human stream of life only to keep this unnec-
essary divisive struggle of seeking alive?”2

Tisziji was never a skeptic about Jesus as Son or otherwise. Jesus didn’t need to be born by an im-
maculate conception to be Jesus, Savior, or Master!

Tisziji also debunks some of the assumed myths about the unworthiness of women, perpetuat-
ed through many religious, social, and political institutions. As Tisziji intuits it, the uniquely sen-
sitive receptivity of women is key to understanding human spirituality, whether as male or female. 

Tisziji: “Is it possible that Mary, the mother of Jesus, freed Eve from the curse supposedly im-
posed upon her in the Garden of Eden? Or was it the Garden of Eating? For who but God can 
give birth to God as human? Mary is not only the mother as flesh, but the father as soul of Jesus. 
What is divine in Jesus is not his manhood or sexist views of women, but his motherhood and 
compassion for all beings. Is it not the mother who gives and sustains the life force to the child 
and, by implication, all creation?

“By accepting Mary’s flesh, Jesus was Mary and was married and bound to Mary as mother of 
humanity, and thus bound to himself as God. Yet, Jesus was, by way of flesh, supposedly father-
less. He was the divine bastard of his own incarnation, fatherless yet father-filled, Spirit-filled, 
and motherful all at once; thus, Jesus was a true womb-man. Women properly marry Jesus as 
divine father-master and men should properly marry Mary as divine mother-master. Was it then 
the blood of Christ or the blood of Mary that saved the world? Blood is the food of the child in 
the womb in that temple of life, but which and whose blood is the true food of the Soul?

“Christianity and poverty are inextricably connected at the stomach and all that this center 
of the universe implies, relative to the mouth and influx, the anus and outflux, release, and waste, 
and the human system of consumption, absorption, and elimination. The human body as a cos-
mic system or universe unto itself represents the total mechanical signature of nature and the 
divine Spirit that inhabits, operates, lives, or inspires it.

“Christianity in Spirit is not about men as much as about women and the feminine, receptive, 
yin, spiritual, or maternal side of human nature, life experience, and self-transcendence. If Spirit 
is real or reality, divine or otherwise, then it is upon the individual ordinarily identified with 
and as the body to be receptive, responsive, and absorptive of Spirit. The law of Spirit regarding 
receptivity, or inhalation of it, is the true source of the mystical practice of fasting and its body-
mind death process.

2 IBID. p. 9.
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“The mother, or the womb-man, takes into itself the seed or power of Spirit. This physiolog-
ical fact and process is given to all beings. Proper knowledge and use of this dimension, the re-
ceptive aspect of life and being, ensures balancement, health, and the ability to progressively un-
derstand the profound mysteries or sacred obviousnesses of life as microcosm and macrocosm. 
Therefore, the Master of Christianity, as a practitioner and leader, knew enough to publicize his 
fasting as an example of what all beings must endure in order to approach the light of death and 
real life beyond the vital mechanics of the flesh bag, the self ’s body-mind.

“The process of birthing is an expression that reveals the fact that nature is consciousness, 
that birth is a wasting, releasing, or rejecting of the form in the womb. Thus, birth is release, re-
nunciation, detachment, and a setting free from one’s self, one’s child, one’s mother, one’s family, 
one’s heart, one’s life, one’s death, and thus one’s truth.

“Birth is sacrifice. Thus, life is sacrifice and death is sacrifice. To be a true spiritual practi-
tioner, or a true Christian, is to be capable of profound self-sacrifice, even to the degree of death 
and beyond. A true Christian is a true mother who lives the life of absolute sacrifice, surrender, 
and love-communion to all beings. But is this process as much a Christian one or a genuinely 
womanly one? Is a true Christian a real woman, a true Heart being, or a truly woundable or cru-
cifiable instrument of Spirit?

“Is not the path of Christianity more the path of the breast, and feeding all beings as if they 
were one’s very children, than the path of the cross, which is a typical male symbol, and the 
crucifixion representing the typical male practice of forceful penetration, piercing, puncturing, 
and thus punishing in the manner of the male? Who best to subject to this ultimately masculine 
wounding than the motherly part of Jesus? Did they not do to Jesus what they have always done 
to women, or the mother in all beings?

“Christians, in order to be true to their God of love, need to fast from all forms of chauvin-
ism, barbarianism, nationalism, narcissism, and capitalism. Was the Master of Christianity the 
ultimate spiritualist, dedicated to serving all beings? Was the Master that Christians honor the 
ultimate anti-capitalist, anti-socialist, anti-male chauvinist, and anti-utopian? Was not the Mas-
ter of Christianity a lover of the Spirit in all beings, and thus a divine Mother in her Spirit’s own 
right? Wasn’t Jesus the Holy Mother of God?”

While Tisziji acknowledges the possibility of a more female-like Jesus, the Church has evolved 
along a much different viewpoint, dating back perhaps to its ancient Hebrew roots where women 
were considered ‘second-class citizens.’ Saul of Tarsus, who later converted to become St. Paul, 
wrote some of the most prejudiced, anti-women opinions of the Christian doctrine and helped 
to extend the condescension of women right into the present day. These excerpts from St. Paul, 
as found in the New Testament, are typical of the exclusionary attitudes that have kept women ‘in 
their place’ for thousands of years.

“Now I praise you, brethren, that you remember me in all things and keep the traditions as I delivered 
them to you.
“But I want you to know that the head of every man is Christ, the head of woman is man, and the 
head of Christ is God.
“Every man praying or prophesying, having his head covered, dishonors his head.
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“But every woman who prays or prophesies with her head uncovered, dishonors her head, for that is 
one and the same as if her head were shaved.
“For if a woman is not covered, let her also be shorn, but if it is shameful for a woman to be shorn or 
shaven, let her be covered.
“For a man indeed ought not to cover his head, since he is the image and glory of God; but woman is 
the glory of man.
“For man is not from woman, but woman from man.
“Nor was man created for the woman, but woman for the man.
“For this reason, the woman ought to have a symbol of authority on her head, because of the angels.
“Nevertheless, neither is man independent of woman, nor woman independent of man, in the Lord.
“For as the woman was from the man, even so the man is also through the woman, but all things are 
from God.
“Judge among yourselves. Is it proper for a woman to pray to God with her head uncovered?
“Does not even nature itself teach you that if a man has long hair, it is a dishonor to him? But if a 
woman has long hair, it is a glory to her, for her hair is given to her as a covering. But if anyone seems 
to be contentious, we have no such custom, nor do the churches of God.”3

This sexist attitude prevails in other teachings of St. Paul’s that warn women to ‘keep quiet.’ Certain-
ly the belief in this concept works well for men, but it is blatantly disrespectful of women, whose 
soft voices need to be heard in the midst of all loud noises from the mouths of men.

From the word of Timothy:
“Therefore I desire that the men pray everywhere, lifting up holy hands without wrath and doubting.
“In like manner also, that the women adorn themselves in modest apparel, with propriety and moder-
ation, not with braided hair or gold or pearls or costly clothing.
“But, which is proper for women professing godliness, with good works.
“Let a woman learn in silence with all submission.
“And I do not permit a woman to teach, or to have authority over a man, but to be in silence.
“For Adam was formed first, then Eve.
“And Adam was not deceived, but the woman being deceived, fell into transgression.
“Nevertheless she will be saved in childbearing if they continue in faith, love and holiness with self-con-
trol.”4

Tisziji: “The one they call St. Paul was a very paradoxical figure in the story of Jesus. In fact, 
originally, Paul was one of the many different figures of powerful enemies of Christ who, for 
self-interest purposes, were compelled to get involved in the Christian revolution. I might accept 
that Paul was struck by a lightning bolt on the way to Damascus, and I can accept that it served to 
depolarize him from his profound hatred and fear of Jesus Christ, into love and worship of him. 
However, while I accept this psychic depolarization relative to his feelings concerning the char-
acter and influence of the Christ, there has been no word written by him that I have read which 
indicated that he was enlightened by any of this at any point in his controversial career. His 

3 Corinthians 11: 1-16
4 Timothy 2: 8-15
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writings concerning women and sexuality embarrassingly indicate his lack of understanding, 
intuition, and love of women. Concerning this he was clearly in the dark and subject to profound 
ignorance, and I hold him responsible for much of the prevailing sexism and ignorance concern-
ing the divinity of women and the divine Mother manifest as all women. And while many men 
have felt comfortable with the Pauline teachings, much of which appropriately exalt Christ in 
Spirit, it has to pain women to read, from such a powerful spokesman of the Church doctrine, 
words that absolutely spiritually disenfranchise, degrade, disrespect, and disempower women in 
general. For this one reason alone, the Church ought to be condemned and put out of its woman 
and life-bashing business. All humans at the level of basic Spirit-Soul and at the deepest level of 
Heart-source are divine and inherently pure Spirit of itself.

“The real reason why women are mistreated in the Church is because the fault lies at its 
source, the source of all this dogma, all of this unenlightened, unintelligent, unreasonable, un-
fair, untrue, tragically prejudiced, and sexist stupidity. This dogma has its roots in the key teach-
ings of the Church that empower unenlightened, religiously pious men and keep women, in 
general, as victims of spiritual prejudice and bigotry. All beings, male and female, are capable of 
love and are thereby capable of knowing who or what God is as the Heart and divine love itself.”

As women in this century have ‘come of age,’ and have begun the process of reclaiming their spir-
itual inheritance, they have also begun to drift away from the traditional religions and teachings 
that have kept women imprisoned in the past. Women today have access to a vast array of spiritual 
wisdom and are able to make intelligent choices for themselves, which can empower them to move 
beyond the realm of male-dominated structures. As women take a stand for and against these 
pillars of power, they are bringing about major spiritual changes but are also affecting every area 
of life to include social, political, educational, environmental, economic, familial, and even global 
systems. However, change comes about slowly and is often met with much resistance. Women who 
are committed to the process of transcending the traditions of any establishment have thousands of 
years of oppression to overcome and must be spiritually strong enough to face the challenges ahead. 
According to Tisziji, it is imperative that women realize the importance of using their spiritual as-
sets to bring about positive changes.

Tisziji: “The cult of male chauvinism is ruining the world. It is killing the planet. Men drive and 
run everything to excess. Expansionism to the irrational extreme is the nature of men. Indeed, I 
see good beings and good works practiced in the world. Such goodness is not the problem. Such 
goodness is not oppressing, terrorizing, or threatening the human race or existence on Earth. 
The great and powerful cult of male chauvinism is literally running its bloody course. All the 
heavy power plays and power cults that have been created by and for men have, for the most part, 
proven to be destructive, violent, hostile, aggressive, warring, and life-negating. 

“The time has come to reverse the cursed dominance of the male power cult. What is neces-
sary is a Heart-opened female cult to exert its benign healing influence upon the world. There is 
no need for a negative ‘lesbian cult’ or a purely ‘feministic or anti-male cult’ to rule or balance 
the world, because that would be positioning the female power and energy into a similar oppo-
sitional posture comparable to what the male power cultists have already disgracefully done to 
women and men throughout history. Thus, that kind of male ego practice has proven to be a big-
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ger part of the problem. This imbalancement requires the influence of women who are awakened 
at the Heart level, women who do not resort to separativistic or race-dividing anger and war as 
methods of solution or as answers to apparently unresolvable, international, or even sexual con-
flict. The Earth needs women who love all beings.

“For too long, male chauvinists have conspired to prevent able, qualified, and worthy women 
from realizing their right to enlightenment, the right to truth, the right to know, the right to live 
freely, the right to happiness, the right to love, and the right to freedom. The Earth is our tempo-
rary home. It is also our Mother and abundant provider. The Earth is a feminine and receptive 
being. It is a body that nourishes the children it gives birth to. Therefore, women have natu-
ral, sympathetic, and typically preservational Earthy instincts. They sense and feel the gracious 
Mother Earth more directly and intensely than most men do, if you ask most women!

“The ‘cult of the superiority of manhood’ died long before Hitler’s make-believe ‘cult of the 
superiority of the Aryan race.’ Hitler’s tragic male chauvinistic illusions and delusions proved 
once again, beyond a doubt, that fight and might are not always nor ultimately right, good, wise, 
or successful.

“The so-called present dawning of the new age is heralded as an age of balancement, an age 
where there is a balance, or at least a tremendous call for the balancing, of power. This marks 
a time of balancement between the yang-male and the yin-female forces where yang no longer 
absolutely controls or dominates over yin, and a balancement where aggression no longer rules, 
controls, or determines if and when peace may be allowed to exist or arise. The cry for balance-
ment in thought, word, and action is presently urgent. Dramatic Earth changes are making this 
more obvious to responsible and sane human beings, day by day.

“Men must stop abusively indulging and raping women—the mother principle in flesh—of 
their bodies, feelings, minds, and spirits. They must stop raping the Earth. Men must stop raping 
each other of their precious and sacred powers, essences, and fluids. Men must learn the secrets 
about, and gifts that accompany, the regenerative conservation of the male seed, which, proper-
ly contained, transmuted and sublimated, dissolves anger and promotes genuine love wisdom. 
Therefore, men must stop raping the true, universally spiritual freedom of all human individu-
als. Then, men must stop raping themselves of their birthright to spiritual recognition, spiritual 
practice, spiritual awakening, and radical spiritual liberation, which results in ecstatic happi-
ness, ecstatic freedom, ecstatic wisdom, and ecstatic creativity on the spot. Men must awaken at 
the Heart and desist from dramatizing their false superiority over women. 

“The genie is out of the bottle. The ‘cult of the women of Yin’ is on the rise. This struggle is 
no longer merely a political, sociological, educational, or occupational one. This is a spiritual 
movement that is vast and growing fast. Women are now responding to the Earth as Mother, 
and her needs, which need to be heard. Truly, the great Mother is within us all. But a woman’s 
unique power of creation through birthing continues to subconsciously distress and distract 
the ordinary, unenlightened man whose refusal to properly acknowledge the yin power source 
of his own conception, birth, and life keeps him sexually divided, sexually distressed, sexually 
obsessed, sexually possessed, and thus sexually and creatively perverted...incomplete.

“All men come from women, a fact most men seem to rebel against. They seem to be in this 
eternal tension, attempting to prove or demonstrate their physical, intellectual, and presumed, 
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but not proven, sexual superiority over women. This proves what to whom if not ultimately the 
womb or infinite wombs they came from? All men are really wo-men. All men’s bodies are con-
ceived in and born from women’s waste organs. But so have women descended through these. 
However, it is not the sins of women against women that have brought the world to the precipice 
of doom as much as the sins of man against humanity. Men have descended from no higher 
or greater source. The mother’s womb is paradoxically the mortal man’s tomb, especially since 
many men lose or compulsively discharge their life-seed essence into the womb. Undeveloped 
and unenlightened men do not know how to use the creative function and sacrament of sexual 
intercourse for regenerative and holy purposes. Thus, such beings do not ever really reach the 
level of falling in love. They fall in sex! They become emotionally attached, but become disgraced 
through unregenerative or compulsive sexual practice. Such degenerate men compulsively spit 
out their seed and stupidly blame women for their lack of discipline and self-mastery, and too 
often regress to attacking, humiliating, degrading, beating, and even killing women as a result.

“Most religious cults, and especially one, the Bible cult, have vehemently held that women 
are inferior to men, that they are the root of all evil; and that women may be blamed for the fall 
of man from the immaculate grace of God? These extremely dangerous, false, and tragically 
popular, perverted male sexist views are seeing their obsoletion in this new age of awakened 
understanding as to the truth of human spiritual unfoldment as a non-sexist, truly natural, and 
lawful phenomenon or healthy state of being.

“Why had all of Jesus’ disciples vamoosed at the time of his crucifixion? Was it because they 
were men, or were they really chickens? Did any of the women flee their master? If so, it was not 
written. Only the men showed up as fleeing, fearful cowards. And it was the women who showed 
up to comfort Jesus at the cross. They helped to take him off the cross and they helped to pre-
pare his body for burial. Where were the so-called men at Jesus’ time of need? In the light of the 
behavior of his so-called apostles or disciples at the time of his death, were such men really any 
better prepared to serve humankind after his death?

“Women are finally awakening to their manahood and men are now awakening to their true 
wo-manhood. Spiritual balancement is now a reality for those who are bold enough to let go of 
the darkness of at least the past 2,000 years of ignorant, unenlightened conditioning.

“Women are not cattle, nor are men cattle. All beings can be awakened to true realization of 
what spiritual reality is and what human consciousness is truly capable of. The beauty and glory 
that is woman, which is truly feminine, receptive, or yin energy, must now be realized by all men 
who have ever truly loved their mothers or a woman. Mother love is a key to the truth of human 
being, while father love is a bridge to the truth of human becoming. Mother love is more power-
ful, more natural, and more inclined to the Heart-source and is therefore more spiritual. What is 
truly spiritual is indeed motherly, womanly, and ultimately receptive of the Spirit power and the 
divine seed itself. When man becomes like woman as the Heart-centered receptive, then he too 
shall enter the real kingdom of heaven, enlightened happiness, and freedom, here now.

“True balancement must be realized here now. Men must stop acting as men and start acting 
as humans, not lopsided, left-brain bulging, imbalanced misfits, life-destroyers, rapists, and op-
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pressors of womankind, but Hu-mans who are spiritually awakened, spiritually endowed, spiri-
tually capable, and spiritually liberated beings.”5

The spiritual separation and imbalancement of the sexes was made clear to Tisziji at an early age, as 
he observed that the females around him were more devoted to the ways of Spirit than many of the 
men. The women were more open, more giving, more loving, more psychic, and more spiritually 
aware. The women in Tisziji’s family from his father’s side played a powerful role in his spiritual 
development, offering him the guidance and encouragement that was lacking in his contact with 
the men around him.

Tisziji: “While all the men in my early life had an opportunity to demonstrate their sensitivity, 
connection with, or access to the real world of Spirit, as opposed to the human world of reli-
gious belief, assumption, opinion, or conviction, no one came anywhere close to the consistent 
demonstration of psychic and spiritual attunement I received and witnessed in the work of my 
female family spiritual elders. This was particularly the case with my father’s sisters, Gracie and 
Ruca, who demonstrated near absolute sincerity and devotion to their spiritual ideals.

“So while I had many opportunities to interact with the big men in colorful and ornate robes, 
those well-rehearsed in religious ritual and ministering, not one of them, regardless of their 
rank in the Church, from lay priest to Bishop, ever impressed me as if they were touched by the 
genuine power of Spirit, or had any special or spiritual knowledge about anyone or anything 
outside of their educated convictions and practices or theories of Church doctrine. There are ex-
ceptions, but I have yet to meet one, while many women outside of the Church as well as within 
the Church have revealed their powers of Spirit to me firsthand.” 

5 Muñoz, Tisziji. Awakening Beyond All Culturing. The Illumination Society, Inc. Newburgh, NY. 1990. p. 18-21.
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St. John’s Path of Contemplation

It was Tisziji’s female elders who appropriately acknowledged and respected the spirit workers or 
saints of the Christian religion, thus creating an atmosphere of devotion towards beings who were 
capable of great sacrifice and practice. While Tisziji would eventually follow a renunciate’s path, his 
own realization took him far beyond the confines of Christian ideology and dogma.

Tisziji: “As a Catholic student and Catholic family member, it was quite ordinary to speak of the 
various saints and about asking them to protect, inspire, heal, or guide those in the family who 
needed their spiritual help. It was socially correct in my family to speak to the spirits of the saints 
in this manner. The saints were always revered and looked up to as superior, protector beings. 
They were the teachers, the demonstrators, the practitioners, and the co-workers of Jesus.

“Simultaneous with my Catholic acceptance of saintship, I began to see more clearly my own 
process on the Spirit path. The concept of the saint took on a more relevant quality and a more 
personal reality. As I began to enter and realize the universal or cosmic consciousness, it became 
clear that the saints, and especially certain individuals within Christendom, were more than 
examples of faith. Some of these saints were adepts. They were devotees of Christ and the Christ 
Spirit. They were, in effect, geniuses of suffering and geniuses of Christian spiritual practice. 
They were or had become angels incarnate. They had awakened their angelic or spiritual com-
ponentry far beyond their gravity-directed human machinery. They were in some cases masters, 
pure ones, and spirits of a very high degree of wisdom and spiritual power. These were the true 
children and disciples of the spirit of Christ, as representing the Heart. These were or are the 
only true Christians in the system of Christianity. They were humble, pure, heart-wounded, and 
broken open into love devotion to the master. They were extreme. They were radical, paradoxi-
cal, miraculous, mysterious anomalies, or freaks within the human dimension. They were aliens 
from inner space. They were yogis capable of extraordinary sacrifice, surrender, renunciation 
and mortification. Some of these yogis (divine communionists) had no threshold whatsoever for 
the amount of pain and suffering they could endure.

“I found a lot of reality with some of these masters, who were, for the Church’s purposes, bet-
ter known as saints. However, it is a common practice within Christianity to call one’s spiritual 
friend, guide, teacher, or elder a spiritual master. In fact, the essence of Christianity is to build 
faith as certainty, have trust in, be obedient to, or surrender one’s heart and soul to one’s spiritual 
master, if not the supposed ultimate or divine Master in or as Jesus the Christ.”

While the saints were often masters in their own right, they were still subjugated to the will of Jesus 
Christ as Master. All of their visions, realizations, or processes of unfoldment occurred in the name 
of Jesus Christ, as they understood him to be the Master of all. For beings who have recognized 
other master spirits throughout time, the idea of an exclusive Master in Jesus is perplexing and in-
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comprehensible even though many students surrender exclusively to the Master that calls to their 
own hearts.

Tisziji: “If there is any religious philosophy on Earth that promotes the path of the student/
teacher relationship, it would have to be the Catholic religion. To an extreme, the Catholic way is 
comparable to the guru systems and hierarchies of the Hindus, their innumerable gurus, yogis, 
saints, swamis, and their avatars or descended ones.

“One of the masters of the Christian mystic path, or one of the devotees or male-wives of 
Christ, is St. John of the Cross. A wife lets its husband enter them and fill them with its heart, 
mind, or soul seed. My Aunt Ruca encouraged me to read the works of St. John when I was 
fresh out of grammar school. She gently turned me towards Christian contemplative history 
and practice. In fact, it is St. John who considers the concept of the dark night to symbolize the 
practice of contemplation. Real contemplation is a dark night. Such a dark night initially implies 
withdrawing into the inner sanctuary of the so-called soul as psyche, or lower self. The process 
of attaining this withdrawal into the positive psychic, subtle, or astral plane is called purgation, 
the purging of the senses by way of releasing attachment to all negative physical, psychic, and 
mental sensation.

“The ‘dark night of the Soul’ is mystic language representing the practice of contemplation 
towards awakenment and then the dark night contemplation of awakening and, ultimately, lib-
eration from awakening itself. However, this teaching in general, while it is considered as true 
doctrine by the Church, is not based on, or likely to produce, liberation as I have realized and 
taught it. Paradoxically, it is a doctrine and practice in search of a Christian ‘self ’ it must ulti-
mately become free of.

“For the ‘self ’ of a devotee of Christ is still the self in duality, and falls short of the call and 
demand for realization of and as the Heart itself. Thus, St. John’s work is for qualified beginners, 
even though such beginners must be advanced enough to comprehend the mechanics and the 
goal of his teaching. The goal of the contemplative practitioner in the way of the dark night of 
the Soul is to experience union with its god through love, the Heart aspect of transcendent God 
itself. 

“One might understand this Catholic concept of God as the mysterious divine being who, 
as source of all, is Father. The masculine view of divinity suits the Catholic mind and its female 
followers. In St. John’s teachings, among others, there is no reference to God as Mother. This is 
pretty cold! This is the point or lie that creates the greatest denial and schism. This very point 
feeds the deepest form of schizophrenic denial of the divine Mother and the Mother’s divinity in 
all beings.

“The grievous sin of sexism relative to deity, divinity, and spirituality is an issue of secret or 
even sexual faith amongst Catholics. For many with differing views concerning deity, such a God 
who is merely male may not be much of a God at all. But for Christians, this is not the issue. 
Salvation through a Father God and only begotten Son, not true realization, is the issue. In The 
Dark Night Of The Soul, St. John’s teachings are intended to describe a process of purification 
and transformation for the few who are intelligent enough to recognize it, and strong enough to 
endure it as a step!
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“Jesus’ emphasis, as a self-educated, religious, male Jew was on the Father. Naturally, the 
Church’s emphasis would also be on the Father—as the Creator, or as the transcendent? And 
by invoking the Father in this universe, where each being is born out of the communing of fa-
ther and mother, then the Mother as divinity should be properly invoked. When the Father and 
Mother, in Spirit, are properly acknowledged, recognized, understood, and realized, then the 
Church, the so-called Mother Church, may be said to be doing the right thing for all beings who 
are father-mothers at Heart and in Spirit. All this occult talk about the father and the mother 
was never intended to be used in a sexist fashion. It was always intended to be understood in its 
transcendent esoteric context.

“If the dark night of the Soul is the path for Christians, then two points are very clear: that 
there are very few who can travel this path and there are fewer who can realize the truth of the 
Spirit of Christ. Many are called to be Christians and Catholics but few are chosen to be crucified 
or self-transcended into mastership. In other words, anyone who attains Christ consciousness 
would have to be an extreme practitioner, for even few within the clergy have the strength of will, 
intelligence, determination, discipline, or freedom of Spirit to go the straight and narrow path of 
the contemplations of St. John of the Cross.

“St. John’s teachings and practices are not for the least of beginners. They are not for mere 
meditators of spiritual possibilities. His teachings are for those who have reached the point where 
their need is not to merely read, know about, or consider, but to experience, sacrifice, surrender, 
and realize the purifying fire of Spirit itself. This fire, once contacted, will burn away all self, 
mind, world, and separation from God. This burning away of the various physical, astral, causal, 
mental, and subtle bodies is what is meant by the path of the dark night and entering levels of 
profound loss, extreme release, intense separation, and incomprehensible detachment from the 
worlds of time, space, energy, matter, self, thought, and mind.

“This process of purification is nothing less than stripping oneself down to bare bones, pul-
verizing them into dust, and releasing that dust to the winds of changing illusions in the pres-
ence of the Lord itself. One must awaken, go into, and go beyond God conscious spiritual liber-
ation, although not exactly in these terms, but in the language of the Christian mystics, in terms 
of union in God through love, rapture, or divine communion.

“The beginning of this journey into the dark night is not a real beginning into the spiritual 
process, as much as one is beginning to enter the depths of the unconscious and the infinite 
darknesses that lie within its vast, fearful, negative, palacious, deep, and mysterious layers of 
consciousness. Thus, such a beginning is only real to renunciates. For to begin in truth on this 
path one must have already ended one’s agreements with the worlds of self, family, friends, am-
bition, desire, hope, or expectation at large!

“These darknesses that St. John speaks about, which each practitioner must first penetrate, 
pass through, master, and get beyond, are known in many teachings that contain numerous par-
allels to Christian dogma. Such darknesses are known in terms of the negative emotional levels 
of the astral plane of life and the planes of subconsciousness and unconscious reactivity, psychic 
contraction, and emotional pain created out of lust, anger, attachment, greed, and pride or van-
ity. One must also pass beyond all resistance, suffering, and ignorance relative to where these 
negative or dark impressions originate from within the psyche, self, mind, or soul.
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“It is universally recognized that a spiritual practitioner must be responsible for understand-
ing the mechanics of their thoughts, words, feelings, and actions. St. John’s system of practice 
is one in which the practitioner must assume responsibility for their own hell and how they 
strategically assume and, thereby, create separation from God, divinity, or Spirit, and how such 
separation has created the psychic tortures and pains of hell. Upon such recognition, the force, 
power, light, wisdom, and love of Spirit begin to enter one’s life to the degree where there is only 
grace. Then there is only God, there is only Spirit, and there is only its divine love.

“It is easy to intellectually understand the path and the goal of St. John’s road map and teach-
ing word. However, it is extremely difficult for anyone with painful agreements to worldliness 
and attachments to self, thought, family, mind, and world to actually enter and master the most 
preliminary levels of this dark night of the Soul.

“While a true renunciate may not be a Catholic, a true Catholic is a renunciate. They must be 
naturally or intuitively inclined towards the contemplative life, even while being householders 
and caretakers of the material worlds. Thus, a true or practicing Catholic is someone who feels 
very comfortable spending a lot of time in prayer, as they are required to do. They are individuals 
who are committed to repentance and changing their ways for the better. A genuine Catholic is 
an individual who not only fasts occasionally from food and drink, but who enjoys fasting and 
feels that it is a beneficial sacrifice to make at the physical and mental levels of consciousness. A 
Catholic practitioner is one who is dedicated to studying their imperfections and are committed 
to purifying themselves in any way possible that will bring them closer to the idea of communion 
in, with, or as God. True Catholics have a powerful repulsion to any form of pride, be that racial, 
social, educated, professional, material, egoic, or spiritual pride. They are dedicated to remem-
bering the humble behavior of their Lord and Master Jesus, and by remembering his Spirit they 
hope to be free of all manner of liberation-obscuring self-pride, anger, greed, lust, attachment, 
and vanity.”

The ideals of such faith are noble and inspirational spiritual pursuits, yet many who merely call 
themselves Catholics are not anywhere near the reality of the true Catholicism from which their 
religion is based. Many Catholics assume a proud air of superiority that self-righteously condemns 
those who may be following other spiritual paths, even if those paths are similar to the Heart of the 
true Christ consciousness!

Tisziji: “While Jesus was clearly and obviously purely devoted to his Father in heaven, he was also 
a devotee of divine love and matters pertaining to the spiritual Heart itself. Thus, living from 
the practice or viewpoint of granting forgiveness, mercy, and compassion to all beings, he keeps 
the practitioner in the Spirit of spiritual Heart devotion and surrender. To be of the Heart is to 
be free of the need to conform to or condemn other beings. To be of the Heart is to be free of all 
manner of wrathful activities, actions, thoughts, words, or feelings. To be of the Heart is to be a 
devotee of love and that Heart which is free to love without expectation of love in return.

“These are universal spiritual ideals that are very hard to practice in a society of practitioners, 
and infinitely harder to practice outside of the company of practitioners. Thus, practicing the 
path of Jesus Christ as one’s master, and following the ways of the Heart according to Catholic 
doctrine, is, for most, next to impossible to do in Spirit and in truth.
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“There are many in the world who comfort and console themselves with the thought that 
they are near their master, they are close to Jesus, and by their faith alone, Jesus is near to them. 
But these are like the virgins whose lamps could not be lit. For the teachings of Jesus are clear in 
terms of giving up one’s life by transcending the self in order to know the real life, the truth, and 
the so-called kingdom of God within, which is a somewhat valid reference for the Heart and its 
majestic presence. The Heart is absolutely gracious and free love, and it is utterly selfless compas-
sion and mercy for all beings. For the way of the Heart is not the way of the world. It is the way of 
the Living Masters. St. John, like his Master, Jesus, is one of the few whose karmas enabled them 
to walk this path of self-death into Soul Life, to the point of realization and communion with the 
transcendent Love of God.

“True practitioners of any genuine Heart-practice rejoice when others are praised. They nev-
er feel righteous about anything, for they are humbled in the Spirit of the Master’s presence, 
which is ever present to those open enough to recognize it. Real practitioners suffer the suffering 
of other beings and enjoy the happiness of other beings. Real practitioners are quick to recog-
nize and speak about their own faults, finding no pleasure whatsoever in recognizing the faults 
or sins of other beings. On the other hand, these practitioners find pleasure in recognizing the 
virtues in other beings. True practitioners seek to please the Master of the Heart—the one who 
loves infinitely, the one who enlightens freely, the one who teaches joyously, and the one who 
awakens mercifully.

“Genuine practitioners know that the Spirit of wisdom dwells in all beings and must be ap-
pealed to in each and every being. Where such wisdom dwells in each being, right there at that 
level, is a pure, humble spirit. Right there at that level is the secret treasure of the kingdom itself. 
Right there is heaven. Right there is the truth. Right here dwells the Spirit itself. Right here is the 
Master’s house.

“The works of St. John of the Cross serve to illuminate the infinite pitfalls and subtle decep-
tions that will arise or fall upon the seeker as they simultaneously plunge into the depths of hell 
and soar into the heights of heaven on their long, painful, joyous, and paradoxical journey to 
selfless being, which is the fullness of aloneness here and now.”
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The Path Of The Broken Heart

The spiritual journey is a unique, individual process, which each being explores and experiences in 
their own way. The Roman Catholic Church has presented many examples of human spiritual di-
versity in the documented cases of those it calls saints, whose lives have been dedicated to spiritual 
exploration and discovery. Many of the most devout saints have been women, a fact which attests 
to the great potential that women have for spiritual practice, purification, and service. While the 
Church recognizes these few ‘exceptions,’ these women continue to stand as contradictions in the 
male dominated Christian teachings that exclude women from aspiring to spiritual leadership.

Perhaps this is why female saints have had to demonstrate their love and devotion to God in 
extremely radical ways, for how else would a sexist Church give them any acknowledgment? Often 
it was the people, whose lives were touched and healed by these devotees, who brought pressure 
upon the Church to give these exceptional beings their due recognition. Beyond the blessings of 
the Church, it was their sacred service to humanity and God that earned them their sainthood at 
the Heart level. 

Tisziji: “St. Catherine of Siena (1347-1380) was honored as Doctor of the Church and stands today 
as one of the great master devotees of the teachings and practices of Jesus. She was regarded as an 
eccentric, but also highly regarded for her very human approach to spirituality and sisterhood. 
St. Catherine was recognized as the people’s saint, and her work, even though she was regard-
ed as a mystic with miraculous powers, was that of an extrovert amongst her people, serving, 
teaching, and healing them. Her life was well documented, and like the other Doctors of the 
Church, she was required to document or give testimony to her special experiences, realizations, 
and revelations. Her journey required that she climb a very steep, mountainous path. She was 
required to pass through the trials of fire and water, and endure painful injuries, even through 
certain realms of hell and death. St. Catherine had to experience many cycles of life and death 
in her lifetime, but her teachings and her love for God as spiritual Heart-source reveal beyond a 
doubt that for those who are chosen, and for those who stay the course, the hardships were and 
are well worth it.

“She was known to fall into ecstasy and roll into burning embers and not be harmed by them. 
She was known to pray while a white dove hovered above her head. Jesus was said to have ap-
peared in her visions, and upon receiving a ring from him in a dream, she was supposed to have 
received the gift of seeing into souls. She was known to have taken a vow of virginity when she 
was seven. 

“St. Catherine was very peculiar. She was one of those strong spirits who, from childhood, 
was determined to do the work of God. Her mother tried to distract her by taking her to a spa, 
and Catherine, to prove a point, found scalding waters that she entered into in order to burn 
herself, or at least the flesh.”
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Typically, those with strong spiritual aspirations are misunderstood, even to the point of being 
made to feel wrong, in the eyes of their family. Here again, to be taken seriously, such beings must 
often prove their determination through unusual demonstrations of their spiritual will.

Tisziji: “After several years of difficulties with her parents and their attempts to restrain her from 
her eccentric behavior and mystical tendencies, St. Catherine was released from all expectation 
towards ordinariness and was supported by her family in her spiritual practice. She was allowed 
to enter the Dominican Order, which she had always been attracted to, and now free to live a 
life of spiritual discipline. She confined herself to her cell where she immediately began to expe-
rience powerful visions and voices, which did not always seem to come from God, or the most 
beautiful and peaceful of loving regions.

“Since it has been true in my case, I have taught that all practitioners are required to boil 
and purify their blood karma through spiritual practice. The karmatic contents of the river of 
blood are what Spirit uses to generate dreams, which are always of either bad or good karmatic 
conditions. The question is, ‘what level of consciousness does a dream reflect or pertain to, as in 
the case of demonic content?’ Demonic content usually creates a distinct feeling of fear, repul-
sion, or disgust. Demonic content is essentially a reflection of what is meant by the lower psychic 
planes of consciousness. These planes reflect the illusory quality of the material worlds. They are 
dreams of dreams. They are dreams that reinforce sleep in the process of dreaming for its own 
sake, and thus remaining under the spell of illusion and delusion. Practitioners, however, are 
shocked and awakened within such demonic dreams. They recognize the karmatic connections 
and mechanical implications of such content, relative to the process of cause and effect, and the 
spiritual fact that one creates victimization to the demonic levels of material and egoic life, just 
as one can create victory and mastery over such levels, and thereby enter into the fearless levels 
of spiritual awakening and free awareness.

“All practitioners, be they spiritual, esoteric, artistic, scientific, creative, musical, or philo-
sophic, have to deal with their psychic and subtle body machinery in the form of visions as a 
universal fact and step along the path of spiritual unfoldment and enlightenment.

“Regarding St. Catherine’s visions and the visions of many practitioners, many visions are 
cultured and self-created, while others are Spirit given. Self-created visions are often generated 
as reflections of one’s state of consciousness, as psychic signposts or as reflections of what the 
practitioner may be in denial about. Such visions are not always of the most pleasant variety and 
too often merely stir the river of blood. Whereas Spirit given visions are always breakthrough ex-
periences and rather than functioning as mere reflections, these experiences serve as revelations, 
which may be accompanied by clairvoyant, clairaudient, and genuinely self-transcending or self-
less access to the transcendent spiritual domain. Spirit given visions make very clear the way out 
of karmic problems. They are always offered as forms of clear and direct guidance, illumination, 
enlightenment, and even liberation. Spirit given visions may even serve as life altering initiations 
into higher worlds and new levels of responsibility as a spiritually unfolding being.

“St. Catherine was told in a vision that, ‘You are she who is not; I am he who is.’ This paradox-
ical message, for a young spirit, may seem to be disempowering, as it seems to negate her self. 
Such a comment might empower low self-esteem in a female practitioner. However, for those 
who are mystically inclined, who know the self as merely a psychophysical reference for what 
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they have to deal with but not a true description of what they spiritually are, such commentary 
plays against the ego tendency that shows up as selfishness. 

“Mystic practitioners know they are not their sex organs and therefore gain nothing by dra-
matizing, personalizing, imagining, or fantasizing them. They know they are spirits in flesh 
bodies. They are always more the spirit than the body that covers it. They know they are con-
sciousness awareness, not rotting flesh. Thus, paradoxical hard lines and even apparently sexist 
conversation need to be recognized in terms of the humor that it represents relative to the moth-
er and father in each being’s case.

“After three years of purification, as St. Catherine entered her cell she would hear one of the 
sacred sounds, which she described as a maddening swarm of flies. In the ancient teachings of 
the Masters, there is a plane that manifests as a sound corresponding to the etheric plane. Its 
sound is the buzzing of bees. This plane is below the Soul plane and above the mental plane. This 
sound can be heard as distinctly and loudly as sound we know in the physical dimension.

“Fasting, or self-imposed or Spirit-given starvation and isolation, along with contemplation 
and dipping into Heart Silence, is a definite way to withdraw the spirit from the physical plane 
and expose Soul to the subtle universes of spiritual sound. St. Catherine was doing these and 
other things that served to strip her of material grossness, river of blood karmic tendencies, and 
gravitational influences. She was also hearing supposedly demonic voices and this could possibly 
even be the case while she was on the upper fourth plane, the Baju or the plane of the sound of 
bees. Since this plane is still within the higher material worlds, it seemed that these voices repre-
sented lingering seductions at the mental plane. These would appear to be the voices of lingering 
doubts connected to her physical body, the karmic mind, and the desires and lust of her river of 
blood. At least she knew that this was the enemy, that the devil of her own mind in its demonic 
voice was verily the enemy she had to overcome by way of recognition and disempowerment. She 
taught that there was nothing to discuss with such an enemy. Without attention, such an enemy 
gains no power. 

“Her approach was to trust in Jesus Christ and not in herself. St. Catherine passed through a 
phase of purification where in herself she was surrounded by naked men and women who were 
howling and dancing and attempting to draw her into their activities. This particular vision went 
on for days with no relief from her Jesus. She resorted to a practice of converting what was bitter 
into sweetness in the same ways that Jesus accepted his agonies in the manner that vajrayana 
yogis do.

“Through these purifications, St. Catherine was learning to be humorous, recognizing all 
devilish temptations as a form of spiritual entertainment. These were tests she needed to get 
beyond, and detachment was the key to her success. St. Catherine had to learn that her ugly, 
filthy thoughts were not really hers. She realized that absolutely everything came from God and 
was ultimately for her own good to recognize and release. Seeing these hideous thoughts and 
images in her own mind, she realized she was not her mind, and thus learning to appropriately 
recognize, understand, and work these demonic images, thoughts, and feelings, she was able to 
vanquish them forever.

“The relationship between St. Catherine and Jesus became intensely intimate. According to 
St. Catherine, she and Jesus would pace up and down her cell reciting the psalms. This intensifi-
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cation of contact with Jesus in Spirit moved her to pray for perfect love such as her Master had. 
One day she received a wedding ring from Jesus. According to St. Catherine, the ring was made 
of the circumcised flesh of the infant Jesus. St. Catherine did not hold back her erotic thoughts 
or the sexual connotations of her devotion to Jesus, her man who became herself. Eventually, her 
heart ceased to be her own and she realized that what she had was Christ’s Heart in her chest. It 
was at this time that Jesus had turned her into himself. She was Jesus. She was Catherine of Jesus!

“When she was 20 years old, her purificational training and solitude ended and she found 
Jesus in Spirit sitting outside her cell, making it clear to her that from now on she could love him 
only by loving others, that she had to see her beloved in everyone.”

Like many practitioners who surrender to a teacher, St. Catherine had symbolically married her 
teacher, Jesus. Surrender to a true teacher brings a devotee into oneness with the incarnate master 
or inner master consciousness.

Tisziji: “St. Catherine’s newly initiated social work began with service to her family. She contin-
ued to fast despite her hard work and the loss of her father, which served as an empowerment 
for her, as she was privileged to see him pass over into paradise. Catherine’s field of attention 
widened and she increasingly became capable of serving a greater circle of beings. She was also 
developing her powers of counseling and mediation. Her power to convert sinners and skeptics 
was growing and becoming well known. She was publicly exercising her ability to read souls.

“At one point it seemed that she had experienced some form of death, where according to 
witnesses, after a long period of ecstasy, she stopped breathing. It was during this time that she 
claimed that her heart had been broken in two, as love had become as strong as death. For those 
who could recognize her condition, she had become fully absorbed in God, and while dead at the 
physical level, she was communing in love.”

Nirvana, or what the Hindus sometimes call samadhi, is not uncommon amongst certain practi-
tioners who transcend the body and enter into a trancelike state of spiritual bliss. Certain devotees 
of any of the great spiritual works who commit themselves to purifying and sacred practice have 
demonstrated extraordinary fortitude, will, determination, and selfless action. They are often con-
sidered fanatics by those who do not understand the sacrificial nature of such devotion to Spirit 
and the process of unfoldment. 

Tisziji: “When St. Catherine was 25, she stopped eating altogether and fasted until her death 9 
years later. She prayed for the desire to eat food during this time and it was not granted. There-
fore, she accepted that this was the will of God despite her efforts to the contrary. For this period 
of time she was sustained by Spirit and it could be said that amongst women of the race she was 
a genuine God-eater. She was a renunciate of the highest order, taking nothing for herself or her 
body, and her appetite was clearly for the salvation of souls.

“I daresay the stomach is the true Church of Christianity. The Heart was the true Church of 
the Master of Christianity. Therefore eat and sleep, or fast and awaken to the Spirit of enlight-
enment. To fast from gross food is to consume astral and etheric energy. Thus, to fast, beyond 
a point and under the right conditions, is to eat Spirit, eat God, and eat of the Heart’s Light and 
Sound. Lust is of the stomach. Love is of the Heart. What is of the stomach is impermanent. 
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What is truly of the Heart is eternal and transcendent. The Mother is the Heart itself. The Heart 
is the divine womb, the divine womb is the Mother’s Heart. Have no doubt about this!

“The real brain or source of the stomach is the Heart, which, when accessed as the spiritu-
al center it is, brings the stomach as the center of all desires, cravings, negative emotions, and 
mixed vibrations under its control, putting its sufferings and anxieties to rest. For the stomach 
is the center of physical consumption. Left alone, the stomach converts habitual desire into the 
heat, light, and fire of awareness. Thus, the abstention feeds off of the fire in the belly, which con-
sumes itself when no material feeds it.

“To fast is to commence eating energy at subtler levels of life. Each being is a nuclear power 
plant feeding off of thought, word, feeling, light, sound, love, and breath. To breathe is to con-
sume. To hear is to consume. To see is to consume. To feel is to consume. To live is to consume. 
To love is to consume. Beingness is consumption itself.

“When St. Catherine was 27, she was blessed with a spiritual friend by the name of Raymond 
Cupua, who was inspired by her great sacrifice, and became her devoted follower for life. Unlike 
other men, this priest understood that genuine spirituality was not related to education or sex-
uality. He could see the embodiment of Christ’s teachings in certain devotional female mystics.

“When St. Catherine was 29, the pope ordered that three priests accompany her at all times 
in order to handle the multitudes that were drawn to her. St. Catherine was able to write her 
teachings in a work called The Dialogue, which is her testimony of her life and spirit.

“St. Catherine’s life did not end on a glorious note. She was heartbroken at the terrible de-
structiveness of war, heartbroken over her helplessness to change the ways of the world, and 
heartbroken by the recognition that there were few around her who could practice the ways of 
spiritual transformation and surrender to God. As her time drew near, living, as it were, without 
food, water or sleep, this saint of suffering felt that the fate of the Church rested upon her shoul-
ders, that she was the mother of the Church, that all suffering and all love were her own. Shortly 
after this, she was released from this life.”
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And A Very Old Soul Was She!

The common thread that runs through the stories of certain female saints is their extraordinary 
devotion and surrender to Jesus, arguably the most famous master of suffering. Being women of 
earlier times, they had an extreme tolerance for suffering, conditioned as they were by Christian 
doctrines that on one hand glorified suffering as a general rule. On the other hand, because these 
were women, they had a doubly hard road to travel for justice, fairness, respect, and appropriate 
recognition for their accomplishments on the spiritual path and in the spiritual worlds. As impos-
sible as their times were, these few saints lived lives of supreme and selfless sacrifice. They always 
rejoiced in the opportunity given to them to be chosen in these ways of the cross and the path of 
the martyrs.

Tisziji: “While one can generally regard saints as those who are touched by Spirit in a special way 
and who, after such contact, experienced profound changes in their lives, there are specific saints 
who may be precisely classified as mystics and who are not merely touched or transformed by 
Spirit, but who are responsible for a certain level of teaching, spiritual power, and a variety of 
extraordinary phenomena. 

“St. Thérèse of Lisieux was a pure devotee, one profoundly connected with her teacher from 
before birth. Understandably, she always wanted to be a saint. It is fair to say that her powerful 
desire for sainthood and her recognition that this was exactly what she would be, indicate what 
could be classified as an old soul. Spiritual precocity is a good sign that the individual is an old 
soul on a new mission. Thérèse was certainly this type of spirit. She lived to be 24 years old and 
before her death she would exert a very powerful influence upon those around her and the world 
at large.

“St. Thérèse, like many of the saints in the Christian works, felt she was on talking terms with 
Jesus. Like many saints, she was known to have a daily conversation with her Lord in a manner 
best described as a spiritual presence and a spiritual friend.

“For one who may be regarded as a devotee of Jesus, as Thérèse certainly was, it is an accept-
ed practice to feel that every single thing that arises is sent by Jesus as Master for the devotee’s 
experience, suffering, purification, or enlightenment. For St. Thérèse, life was the garden of Jesus 
and it was Jesus himself who created all the great saints and the great souls who are like lilies and 
roses, while his lesser saints are like violets and daisies. Each one has their charm, each one its 
special place, each one their own loveliness.

“In the case of St. Thérèse, her Mother Superior functioned as a spiritual master to whom 
St. Thérèse pledged obedience. So my point is that Catholicism and Christianity in general both 
teach that one should have love and faith in a spiritual master, or at the very least in a divinely 
realized being, such as in the case of Jesus. All the stories of the saints are stories about Heart 
devotion to the Master in Jesus. This devotion is their yoga, their form of communion, and each 
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one is obliged to surrender in their own way and walk their individual path towards communion 
in love with their God.

“St. Thérèse felt that Jesus put his love in the hearts of those who loved her and that this love 
was given to protect her and bring her close to the love of Christ in herself, that every experience 
of affection, kindness, and love was a special sign to her that she was being guided by the love of 
Jesus and on her way towards communion with him.

“St. Thérèse loved herself in Jesus. That is, she loved the love that she felt for other beings,  for 
nature, for God, for family, and for Church. All of this was in her. All of these things were a part 
of her heart. She felt that her love did not belong to her but to Jesus, that all love came from Jesus, 
and hence she loved herself accordingly.

“In St. Thérèse’s words, she expresses her peculiar relationship to Jesus: ‘Oh, how sweet the 
first kiss of Jesus was! It was a kiss of love. I knew that I was loved and I declared: “I love You and 
I give myself to You for ever!” Jesus made no demand on me; He asked for no sacrifices. For a long 
time Jesus and little Thérèse had gazed at each other and they understood each other. On that day 
it was no longer a matter of giving: it was a union. There were no longer two of us. Thérèse had 
disappeared like a drop of water lost in the depth of the ocean. Only Jesus remained—as Master and 
King.’1 Here is the confession of one who has experienced a certain degree of communion with 
the ideal, with the Master in and as Jesus.”

St. Thérèse’s confession of love for her Master may sound familiar to some who have found perfect 
love in their spiritual master, who manifests in many different forms for many different beings. The 
great spiritual teachings claim that one will instinctively know when one has met their master. 

Tisziji: “While this fundamental realization would seem sufficient by Hindu standards, to receive 
an empowerment where such a communion transforms the individual self into the ideal self, this 
is not the case for St. Thérèse, who, despite her obvious mystical union with Jesus, maintains her 
disposition as a devotee, always separated or apart from the Master, yet paradoxically always in 
his presence. It may have been hard enough as a child and young woman to confess her intimate 
contact with whom she called Jesus, let alone be able to write about it as if it were true and be 
without spiritual pride. Clearly, her story reeked of special privilege in a time and space where 
men were still considered to be socially, intellectually, and spiritually superior to women.”

St. Thérèse: “After Holy Communion next day I remembered this and I was seized with a passionate 
longing to suffer. I felt absolutely certain that Jesus had many, many crosses in store for me. My soul 
was flooded with such consolation that I regard it as one of the greatest graces of my life. I was drawn 
to suffering. It had about it a charm which delighted me, though I didn’t really understand much about 
this charm, for until then I had suffered without loving suffering. But from that day I felt a deep, true 
love for it.”2

Tisziji: “This love of suffering would appear to be a peculiar quality of men, but it is a heroic qual-
ity in disguise. Peeling this onion of one of its layers, the mystic ear hears that ‘I love suffering’ 

1 Beevers, John. The Autobiography of St. Thérèse of Lisieux: The Story Of A Soul. Doubleday & Company. New York. 
 1957. p. 52.
2 IBID. p. 53-54.
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also means ‘I fear no suffering. I cannot be discouraged by any conditions, that my love of God, 
Christ, or Master is such that it transcends not only this flesh and self, but the world, life, and 
death altogether.’ Such a confession of love, which includes all suffering and thus any sacrifice 
whatsoever, is a confession of liberation from all karmatic conditions and thus freedom from 
this world, the material dimension, and the universe as such.

“St. Thérèse was one who found nothing but bitterness in earthly friendship, and this par-
ticular karma she sees as a grace given to her by Jesus, for as she has said, ‘It’s impossible for one 
bound by human affection to have intimate union with God. I’ve seen so many souls, dazzled by 
this deluding light, fly into it and burn their wings like silly moths. Then they turn again to the true 
unfading light of love and, with new and more splendid wings, fly to Jesus, that divine Fire which 
burns yet does not destroy.’3

“St. Thérèse was a great spokeswoman for the inner master and the path of renunciation, 
which lead to ultimate realization of mastership beyond the disposition of devotee and into the 
divine disposition of being Heart itself, free of Master, free of God, and free of any other. But 
once again, like the good Bodhisattvas, the saints seem to need to deny their own mastership 
and always see themselves as less than whatever it is. They refuse free mastery, mastership in the 
ultimate sense and, some might say, refuse the ultimate responsibility that comes with mastery 
at the same time. It is easier to play child and leave the responsibility to the parent to determine 
what and if anything happens.

“It is much harder to be Jesus, to be the Master, to choose absolute liberation from all 
self-identification. It is hard to give up that final clinging to the dualistic notion that God is other 
than the Heart here and now, and yet it seems perfectly obvious that all self, thought, and mind 
must be transcended as reality and recognized for the illusory forms they appear to be. For what 
else is there but God, in Spirit and in truth? What else is there but divine love here now? And who 
does this divine love belong to apart from being here now as itself?”

St. Thérèse: “To offer oneself to God does not mean that one loses anything at all of one’s natural ten-
derness. It is just the opposite, for this tenderness deepens as it becomes purified by centering on divine 
things. It is with this deepened tenderness, Mother, that I love you and my sisters. I am glad to fight as 
one of a family for the glory of God, but I am also ready to depart to another battlefield if He wishes. 
No order would be necessary. Just a look or sign would be enough.”4

Tisziji: “Here, practice in the spirit of devotion has all but melted St. Thérèse’s heart. She has 
progressed from self consciousness to group consciousness as a pure devotee. Her experience of 
love is no longer as a self. It is in the form of love for her sisters and love for her spiritual moth-
er, as master. In recognizing the spiritual master in her Mother Superior, St. Thérèse confesses, 
‘How happy simple nuns are! The will of their superiors is their only compass and so they are always 
certain of travelling in the right direction. If, though, one stops being guided by this compass for a 
single moment, the soul strays into a desert where the waters of grace quickly fail. You, Mother, are 
the compass Jesus has given me to guide me surely to the eternal shore. It gives me such delight to 
gaze at you and so fulfil the will of God. By letting my faith be tempted, God has greatly increased 

3 IBID. p. 55-56.
4 IBID. p. 120.
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my spirit of faith which makes me see Him living in your soul and giving me, through you, His 
commands.’5

“Radical devotion to her Master Jesus is boldly expressed in her Heart-words. These are 
the Heart-words of the ultimate lover, devotee, or wife of the beloved, as Master, Spirit, Heart-
source, pure consciousness, light, sound, Soul, truth, enlightenment, or God. St. Thérèse says it 
best: ‘From my childhood I have dreamt of martyrdom, and it is a dream which has grown more 
and more real in my little cell in Carmel. But I don’t want to suffer just one torment. I should have 
to suffer them all to be satisfied. Like you, my adorable Jesus, I want to be scourged and crucified. 
I want to be flayed like St. Bartholomew. Like St. John, I want to be flung into burning oil. Like St. 
Ignatius of Antioch, I long to be ground by the teeth of wild beasts, ground into a bread worthy of 
God. With St. Agnes and St. Cecilia, I want to offer my neck to the sword of the executioner and, 
like Joan of Arc, murmur the name of Jesus at the stake. My heart leaps when I think of the unheard 
tortures Christians will suffer in the reign of anti-Christ. I want to endure them all. My Jesus, fling 
open that book of life in which are set down the deeds of every saint. I want to perform them all for 
You!’6

“ ‘My folly is to rely on the angels and the saints so that I may fly to You, my adored Eagle, with 
Your own wings. For as long as You wish, I will stay with my eyes on You. I want to be fascinated 
by Your gaze. I want to be the prey of Your love. I hope that one day You will swoop down on me, 
carry me off to the furnace of love, and plunge me into its burning depths so that I can be its ecstatic 
victim for all eternity.’7”

The concept of worshipping suffering in the manner of Christ is a fundamental Christian ideal, and 
while noble in those who understand and utilize suffering as a means of transcending it, there are 
many who translate the message into a doctrine of victimization, especially among ‘good Christian 
women’ who silently bear their crosses.

Tisziji: “While the process of practice for the Christians is based upon engaging in a complex 
and painful ordeal of imitating Jesus’ suffering, passion, resurrection, and world service, the em-
phasis of taking on suffering seems to make the self more of a burden than it needs to be. Jesus’ 
life karma stands as an example of what should never be repeated. He lived and died the process 
of his particular incarnation. To imitate him may be as much about humility as a certain arro-
gance that is moved to duplicate his greatness, tragedy, persecution, crucifixion, glorification, 
and messiahship. 

“Buddhist practitioners, on the other hand, are required to recognize the mechanics and 
illusion of suffering and are encouraged to practice being selfless, that is, without the sense of 
victimization or inferiority relative to a God, or any sense of separation and division from the di-
vine itself as Heart or transcendent reality. All such notions and assumptions of dualistic thought 
relative to God and self, master and self, or world and self are immediately vanished, collapsed, 
dissolved, and transcended in the understanding that the Heart and the Heart alone is worthy of 
contemplation, meditation, surrender, sacrifice, practice, worship, understanding, and realiza-

5 IBID. p. 121.
6 IBID. p. 154. 
7 IBID. p. 158-159.
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tion. The Buddhist path would appear to be the easy way to enlightenment since it teaches that 
selflessness is the truth of one’s Heart condition here and now. However, to transcend oneself is 
easier said than done, and renunciation of self in all cases of religious or spiritual practice is key 
to genuine unfoldment and transformation into ecstatic Heart bliss.

“My early life experience was filled with all manner of physical and psychic suffering. But I 
was simultaneously awakening to the wonderful worlds of Spirit beyond such perception and 
experience. Therefore, I have said many times that the Christian Catholic path is a great path to 
begin one’s spiritual journey on, but a hell of a place to be stuck in.

“Spirit picks certain teachers in the world who operate more as silent ones and invisible 
agents of the divine itself. What is the true nature of Spirit? Is Spirit subject to the changes of the 
time-space worlds? Or is it absolute, eternally present, and the very truth of the Heart, now and 
always? For those who can intuit into this Heart as source and realize this in the Spirit of true 
realization, what need does such a one have for religions, teachings, dogmas, belief systems, or 
rituals, or anything or anyone other than this very realization itself?

“Did Christ, Christianity, or the Church unfold the saints spoken of in this testimony con-
cerning them? Or was it Spirit working through them in a way appropriate and sacred to them 
and their unfoldment? If such beings are truly chosen, who or what are they chosen by? Ordi-
narily, one is chosen by their blood karma to fulfill blood interests, ambitions, desires, games, or 
goals. But rarely is one chosen by Spirit to go, or be, against or beyond the dictates of one’s blood 
and world karma. For those born into Christianity, their conditioning and karma would point 
to their blood based needs for Christianity, the Church, or Jesus as leader. Are all beings other 
than these saints, or outside of Christianity, truly spiritually disenfranchised, disinherited, or 
disconnected from the divine itself? If It were reality and the truth itself, wouldn’t It, as Spirit, be 
present or eternally, thus always, here now and available to all beings?

“I say whatever God is, is. The Heart is. Spirit is. Soul is. The divine is. Love is. It is, and the 
I am who is and who is not, also is. Therefore, everything and nothing just is. For I am that I am 
who is and who isn’t because of its love! 

“Those who are saved will be so by way of acknowledgment, recognition, and realization of 
being the ultimate condition of Spirit-Soul as itself. Those who see themselves as less than Spirit, 
who see themselves as the images, roles, or games of family, self, world, or profession, will not 
know the truth beyond their own self-minds until they awaken or are awakened into surrender 
to Spirit itself, as divine Spirit alone. Those who see themselves merely as a male or female, as 
superior or inferior, or just living to die as mere humans subject to, or victims of, the time, space, 
energy, and matter worlds, rather than as the true spirits they are and have always been, cannot 
and will not know the truth beyond their own self-minds until they awaken as already surren-
dered to Spirit itself, as divine Spirit alone.”
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Who Or What Is The Master?

The signs of spiritual leadership were beginning to manifest in and around Tisziji, as many sensi-
tive beings began to recognize him as an exceptional and extraordinary spirit. The fact that Tisziji 
was exploring many spiritual works did not stop people from turning to him for spiritual company 
and guidance during his stay in Toronto. He had a magnetic presence that intuitively drew others 
to him. Tisziji was beginning to acknowledge that his music and spirit were having a significant 
and sacred impact on certain beings, yet he was still not ready to assume any formal recognition of 
free mastership. Thus, during the early 70’s Tisziji remained reluctant to fulfill the prophecies of his 
family and the intuitive recognitions of those around him.

Tisziji: “In the beginning of my formal journey between 1970 and 1973, I felt that a spiritual mas-
ter was someone who was a bit more conservative in the world than I showed up as. I was not 
ready to acknowledge, beyond theory, or live the reality that the master was purely a subtle or 
abstract influence, a presence, beingness, light, or love itself for all beings.

“You can have all kinds of experiences at all levels of the spectrum of awareness that are pre-
liminary or fundamental to mastership, and in no way be prepared to assume mastership in the 
way of the Masters. The love, affection, respect, veneration, and service that I enjoyed during that 
time in Toronto was comparable to that of a master, a teacher, a leader, or some form of hero or 
royalty, but I didn’t equate that with the karma or realization of genuine mastership.

“Mastership wasn’t something I wanted to be burdened with. I felt there was a certain built-in 
heaviness to being somebody’s ‘master.’ In my family, amongst the psychics, sharing and talking 
wisdom was the norm. Even when I was selflessly guiding other beings in those days, I refused to 
acknowledge that I was doing so. I was not yet ready to acknowledge that what I had to offer real-
ly made that much of a difference to anyone or that what was happening had anything to do with 
me personally or egoically. Spirit of itself was working through me. What happened was shared 
selflessly and spontaneously. It always seemed to be the spiritually right or only thing to do.

“I mentioned to Sri Darwin Gross, the spiritual Master and former leader of the Eckankar 
movement, some years later, that one of my games was to remain in the comfortable back seat 
while the so-called master drove or ran the show. I told Sri Darwin that in my case, not being a 
master was a cop out, that one of my games was to refuse mastership and any realization of being 
cause that came with it.”

Those who have mastered certain levels of spiritual awareness may naturally be reluctant to assume 
their role as master. As mentioned earlier, many Christian saints refused to accept mastership and 
were happy to remain as humble devotees to their Master, Jesus. Similarly, the saints and Bodhisat-
tvas of the Buddhist traditions chose earthbound service to other beings over enlightenment, and 
in declining any form of spiritual elitism, they became masters in their own right. In Tisziji’s case, 
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Spirit was preparing him for mastership and he was compelled to eventually fulfill his destiny, de-
spite his disinterest in that level and function.

By the mid 70’s Tisziji was selflessly serving the spiritual needs of others who responded to his 
humble, but direct form of teaching. Upon accepting the responsibility of being cause in 1976 as a 
teacher of creative wisdom, Tisziji paradoxically assumed the function of spiritual Master-servant 
of the ways of Spirit. This function revealed how it worked through Tisziji as spiritual friend, spir-
itual mother/father, dharma Master, Shabd yogi, crazy wisdom jazz player, Sound initiator, sacred 
writer, or as Heart friend to any and all beings. From his assumption of responsibility as teacher, 
illuminator, and liberator he has shared his understanding and realization with his friends and 
relatives. Some of these sharings have been documented and made available to those few who may 
find them useful or sacred. In 1987, long after Tisziji had fully evolved into and been accepted by the 
ancient Vairagi Mastership, Tisziji wrote The Free-Master, which comprehensively describes the ge-
nius of Mastership as Tisziji has realized it, and how others can relate to the Master as Heart-source.

Tisziji: “To properly recognize a Free-Master, or the Free-Master intelligence-presence of no suf-
fering in another, is to simultaneously recognize that corresponding energy, light, awareness, 
wisdom, or Spirit in or as oneself. Without recognizing the power and light of the great void in 
others or seeing it as it is, one denies it in and of oneself.

“However, to recognize such a light is to recognize the True as what it alone is. To recognize 
trueness as such is to recognize one’s true no-being, which is both the truth of clear, formless 
realityness and the burn of Hu as the Heart blown nature of the Free-Master as true Heart guide 
itself...a most important step!”1

“The awakened knowingness at the Heart of any true Free-Master is one and the same. 
Therefore, apart from apparent differences, styles or personal mannerisms, or specific relativity 
and paradox doctrines, all such true Free-Masters are one in their deepest spiritual function 
as Heart-beings. One mind, one Heart, one being, one no one! For the seeker, such knowledge 
is paradoxical knowledge, whereas for the disciple, such knowingness is understood and of no 
concern whatsoever.

“All Free-Masters serve the relatively different needs of the infinitely diverse universe of be-
ings. And the very clear presence of such beings, which is lawfully based upon universal spiritual 
need and realization of sacred seed, is indeed an act in itself of love from Heart realization-tran-
scendence alone!”2

Recognizing this essential function of all true masters, but also the confusion that has resulted from 
the many teachings that have been shared in different styles through different teachers at different 
points in time, Tisziji took a closer look at the spiritual implications of misdirected mastership in 
his book, Once Is for Always.

Tisziji: “All true Masters who have awakened at or as the Heart share the same responsibility of 
being Heartfelt free love in oneness with all beings, and especially so with sympathetic beings. 

1 Muñoz, Tisziji. The Free-Master. The Illumination Society, Inc. Newburgh, NY. 1987. p. 13.
2 IBID. p. 4-5.
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Such Masters are full of compassion and wisdom and are thereby merciful, free and offer selfless 
service. These Masters belong to no one or organization, but the Heart itself!”3

Tisziji has taught that many traditional and even New Age spiritual works have become massive 
and powerful organizations that conscript seekers and offer institutionalized religious instruction, 
disregarding the true needs of its people.

Tisziji: “The subject of mastership is a key to all the teachings in and throughout all the worlds. 
One needs to inquire into what these teachers and their teachings are either symbolically or 
actually saying. One must determine if such teachings are operating from the Heart, and if they 
exist in and for the selfless service of awakening, enlightening, and liberating other beings, or 
whether such teachings are, in fact, primarily or exclusively concerned with creating and main-
taining not merely followers, but slaves to a maze of chaotic, contradictory teachings, which, in 
essence, obstruct and obscure the possibility of progress, genuine spiritual unfoldment, self-re-
alization, or Free-Mastership.”4

“Spirit works in its own ways. Hence, joining any movement, organization, or community 
may be viewed as a positive response to the knock on the door or call of the Heart or an open-
ing to the spiritual current itself. On the other hand, joining certain spiritual organizations or 
groups may be a negative response to an obvious, formerly established contact. A negative orga-
nizational association may be viewed as a penitentiary to do time in, wherethrough certain kar-
mas are worked off or are even created. Therefore, such an organizational association may mark 
a period of freezing or postponing actual spiritual unfoldment, which may in turn be a necessary 
back step on the path. Such an association may be the result of materialistic ambition in the guise 
or name of spirituality, which may temporarily serve to distract, bind, confuse, deceive, or even 
retard the individual’s spiritual growth until a specific debt is paid! It is the individual’s respon-
sibility to recognize these technicalities. Thus, such an organization, association, or connection 
is, in any case, a test of one’s true desire, capacity, or need for practicing becoming or realizing 
pure Spirit-Soul nature.”5

In addition to the dilemma of ‘religion for the masses,’ many beings get caught up in the theories 
of exclusivity that some spiritual work centers or religious services use to keep followers in check. 
Many people have the need to justify their existence by exercising power over others. This ‘holi-
er-than-thou’ attitude has permeated all aspects of society, and many religions have unwittingly 
contributed to division and hostility amongst humans.

Tisziji: “It is not, nor will it ever, nor can it ever be true that either one church, one philosophy, 
one path, one race, one sex, or one line of teachings or teachers will have an exclusive monopoly 
over, or exclusive claim to, Spirit’s infinitely benign influence and sacred unspoken teachings. 
Thus, each individual must realize their way through Spirit to their appropriate spiritual situa-
tion or spiritual circle, however formal, informal, large, or small it might be. One’s situation or 
circle is determined by one’s needs, the needs of the times, one’s state of unfoldment, and divine 

3 Muñoz, Tisziji. Once Is For Always! The Illumination Society, Inc. Newburgh, NY. 1991. p. 21.
4 IBID. p. 38.
5 IBID. p. 6.
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grace. All of this is sacred. Each being’s situation is as sacred as the sacred can be seen in it. Thus, 
no being deserves to be made to feel bereft of their inherent spiritual power, direction, guidance, 
and original beingness.

“Just as the followers of Jesus may have erroneously been led to believe that their master 
was or is the only master for all beings of all times, many who live in the present and who have 
teachers are led to believe in the same ignorance, until they awaken into realization by whatever 
means and under whatever circumstances their karma determines, or Spirit may choose. One’s 
master may be one’s only living master. But that master may not be the living master for others, 
as their unfoldment may not warrant or permit the same recognition and blessings of such a 
master. The real master has, as Heart, an inner, subtle, or transcendent dimension of itself, which 
is the eternal and real master itself. This spiritual reality of the master, as Heart and source, is 
what each being must realize as their very own being, wherein each practitioner must inevitably 
become, through perfect realization, the master of itself.”6

Although Tisziji has expressed a certain sense of outrage at the mess that has been created by re-
ligious politics, he has also approached this topic humorously. He views the situation as an outra-
geous, ridiculous, and absurd farce that is taken very seriously by many who self-righteously and 
indignantly defend their belief systems. 

The Christian Church has been particularly humorless at perpetuating the exclusivity theory 
through its claim that Jesus was the Jewish messiah and master for all. The Hindus have another 
word like messiah, which is referred to as the avatar. Other religions have also fostered their own 
spiritual heroes, creating a mass of religious one-upmanship that has diffused the essence of many 
teachings.

In Tisziji’s Inner-Planetary Guide, created in 1990, Tisziji spoofs the concept of spiritual leader-
ship that serves to disempower other beings.

Tisziji: “The avatar consciousness has been a veritable circus this century, particularly for men, 
since there are very few, if any, women out there proclaiming that they are the avatar, the divinely 
descended one! If the avatar is supposed to be ‘the one,’ in God’s name, how can there be so many 
different ‘the ones?’ If they are all the avatar, then no ‘one’ is the avatar. If ‘one’ is the avatar, then 
everyone is the avatar, and so be it! But haven’t we unfolded yet beyond illusions of a time-space 
god? Haven’t we gone beyond the ‘only begotten son’ complex?

“I am sure this circus of mighty and powerful male individuals, born of spiritual narcissism 
on their part or on the part of their followers, is filled with good intentions and high ideals. But 
in this case, the end, which is for many beings simply confusion, does not justify the means, 
which may be, less on the guru’s part, narcissistic or egoic delusion than on the follower’s part. 
This confusion best identifies itself related to broad statements like ‘I am the One, I am the Way, 
the only one Who was to come and is always here. ‘You’ are not the One. I Know it. ‘You’ don’t or 
can’t Know it!’ If and when such high rhetoric infinitely polarizes other beings by negating and 
disempowering them, forcing them to submit to the ‘teacher’ in order to overcome their imag-
inary separation from the reality of divine beingness here now, it is the teacher’s responsibility 

6 IBID. p. 28-29.
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to place such terminology, confessions, declarations, or propositions in their correct impersonal 
context. For only the impersonal is who is referred to in such comments.

“The messianic-complex is indeed a useful, powerful, and critical step on the way to genuine 
spiritual enlightenment. But this very complex, this spiritual narcissism, spiritual materialism, 
or spiritual egotism and the cultic fanaticism, hysteria, fear, and fake or materialistic submission 
that accompany it, neither lead to, nor are they conducive to, pure and free awakeness. Awake-
ness is transcendence of all forms of identification with the experiences or concepts of self, mind, 
world, phenomena, nature, universe, spirituality, or God and so on.

“We have all come to save the world through spiritually awakening into true being here now. 
This is the Heart’s message. Everyone is responsible for enlightenment, spiritual openness and 
the sacred path, the Heart path. Everyone, as the Heart, is the avatar, just as no one, but everyone, 
is Spirit!

“Cultic followings can be sacred if they are turned to, or are in the process of realizing, that 
truth which frees the individual from clinging to anything or anyone, save the Heart itself. Sa-
cred relations and sacred connections serve the sacred path, and are once and always sacred. 
They are truly sacred because of the freedom of Spirit that such genuine, liberating sacredness 
corresponds to, produces, or leads to.

“The messianic-complex and the avatar syndrome too often lead to chaos, favoritism, cult-
ism, self-glorification, division, self-righteousness in the form of “My ‘God’ is bigger, greater, 
or truer than your ‘God’,” and the divisive pain, suffering, and confusion that often follow such 
childish comments. Such an unenlightened messianic-complex-syndrome is not truth. This 
complex-syndrome is a baby step in the infinite evolution of Spirit-Soul consciousness, awak-
ening to its true and free being here now. Enlightenment, as truth, is no big deal. It is perfectly 
natural and ever present.”7

According to Tisziji, teachers who subscribe to arrogant philosophies of spiritual elitism are misus-
ing their power. While assisting some beings to find spiritual direction, they may unintentionally 
be sending others down paths of confusion.

Tisziji: “It is the responsibility of the teacher to clear the way for the student, not make the prac-
tice of the way more complex or infinitely inaccessible through the deliberate or strategic layer-
ing on of infinite conditions and degrees of possible realizations. This process of complication 
makes a simple process unnecessarily difficult. The way of transcendent practice in theory is un-
attainable and in concept is incomprehensible with a good teacher. How much more difficult is it 
for those students who are presently following the path, who have yet to awaken to the challenge 
of incomprehensibility and transcendence? 

“Just because a teacher may have had to go through a zillion changes to get or be where they 
are at, doesn’t mean that everyone else is as far from the truth of timelessness. The true guru, 
as the liberator, does not bind people to illusions, but rather frees people up from unnecessary 
time-space conditions and illusions. The true guru frees people of illusions of avatarship and 
the ‘world savior’ connotations to such a term as a function or status, especially in the wake of 

7 Muñoz, Tisziji. Inner-Planetary Guide Journal. Vol. 1, No. 2. 
The Illumination Society, Inc. Newburgh, NY. July 1990. p. 3-4.
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the fate of many so-called avatars of the past or present, and the great schisms, divisions, and 
subsequent tragedies that were created by their exclusive proclamations. Beingness of itself is the 
avatar. Love is the avatar. The all is the avatar. Pure, non-conceptual, non-dualistic awareness re-
alization and compassion are what liberate beings from the illusion of separation. The true guru 
serves this process and, in fact, the true guru, as selfless pure awareness, is the process and being 
that all beings must realize in, as, and for themselves. A true or free guru is transcendent of all 
‘avatar’ created cults or cults who create the avatar. A true or free guru lives as liberated creative 
intelligence. Such a liberated guru in no way binds anyone to or by assumption, presumption, 
illusion, or delusion, to its person or its relations in time and space. Such special effects or sec-
ondary karmas are not what true avatar realization is about. 

“God in truth is not a three letter word! Therefore, this concept of avatarship is, like the con-
cepts god, enlightenment, guru, spirituality, awakening, realization and so on, subject to unen-
lightened manipulations and misinterpretations. The avatar concept is subject to use as a device 
for deception and conscription rather than as a key to understanding, awakening consciousness, 
being the self, genuine enlightenment, or free Spirit-Soul beingness itself. Reality is infinitely 
beyond any ‘one’ avatar who, or any avatar thing that, ascends or descends.

“The impersonal avatar, in the form of the divine force field which is Satsang, is what may be 
recognized between teacher and student, or the individual and Spirit, when it, as the living ethe-
ric essence, chooses or works in its strange ways. Spirit of itself is the avatar which is life itself. 
It is the being which is the Heart of every being. When this is realized, this idea of avatarness 
doesn’t even arise. Why should it arise when there is only truth? For teachers to teach less than 
this is to discredit their own responsibility and stature as leaders or liberators, regardless of how 
wise, knowledgeable, brilliant, powerful, sweet, benign, peaceful, divine, or loving such a teacher 
appears to be or is. Practitioners don’t need distracting love-screens, they need the truth. Prac-
titioners don’t need distracting avatar-signs, they need self-realization. Practitioners don’t need 
distracting knowledge-screens, they need enlightenment. Practitioners don’t need sleep-induc-
ing traditions, they need liberation.”8 

8 IBID. p. 5-6.
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Contact With The Master As Teacher

Despite doctrines of difference, separation, or exclusiveness, it is the selfless responsibility of all 
masters to serve other beings in or out of any specific lineage. Therefore, those who have been for-
tunate enough to find the Free-Master of their own Heart, especially in the form of a living master, 
are indeed blessed. An ascended master may resonate through some beings, as in the case of the 
Christian saints, or through certain traditional guru lineages, and that resonance will be enough for 
most beings to open and respond to. The guidance and instruction they receive on the inner may 
be, for them, the perfectly true word of their own heart. But, most beings are not advanced enough 
to receive such powerfully subtle guidance. For those beginners who need a more immediate and 
direct contact, a living guide, teacher, or master can, under the right conditions, provide a unique, 
ongoing stream of instruction.

Tisziji: “Buddhism and Hinduism promote a definite and profound recognition of, and necessity 
for, a teacher. The overemphasis on the ascended or ‘elsewhere on another plane of a different 
time’ master aspect is ultimately self-defeating. Dead masters don’t kick enough ass! Too many 
unaware and unrealized preachers of all denominations are literally getting away with murder 
out here, drunk as they are on too often misinterpreted scriptural word. Waiting for Santa Claus 
God to show up is playing with the absurd. Of course, on rare occasions an ascended master 
does show up, but no sane person or serious practitioner has the time or circumstance at hand to 
waste their lifetime in waiting for what they should be purifying and working on in this moment! 

“Not all beings are ready for any kind of real, radical, or detached teacher or master even 
when, as born beings, we are, admittedly or not, always looking for guidance, protection, and 
nurturance. As living beings, we never cease to require those three functions of human nature. 
The mind must know, the body must eat, the Heart must love, and the Soul must be free.”

Many beings are unknowingly in search of an incarnate master, and as taught in the traditions, 
‘When one is ready, the master will appear.’

Tisziji: “Contact and interaction with the master changes one’s karmatic destination. Even the 
first genuine sighting or hearing of the right master is enough to break their bond with the past. 
This could happen on the spot, over years, or over lifetimes. Such a break depends upon the 
individual’s spiritual age and how many more times they need to go through the human expe-
rience. Some beings are born remembering the master and immediately find their way into the 
master’s company, finding it perfectly natural to open to, surrender to, and take from the master 
whatever is theirs to work from for their lifetime. Others live their lives in waiting for some sign 
or some message, which usually precedes or follows a major karmatic blow, reversal of fortune, 
accident, tragedy, or miracle of some kind. Then, under the right conditions, with a clear mind 
and heart, they move into the spiritual current as their path is being cleared by the purifying and 
uplifting winds of heaven. Thus, while everyone’s karmatic background and spiritual practice is 
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different, the destination, relative to the master, is always the same Heart-realization and living 
as the awakened love of life.”1

The appearance of such a master is merely a first step towards the daunting stepping up process of 
purification, which true spiritual practice entails.

Tisziji: “While many traditions, which maintain the sanctity and necessity of the student-teacher 
relationship, teach that the mere blessing of a teacher is enough to make one a master, they do 
not teach the whole truth concerning this. Self-transcending practice in the company of a mas-
ter, conducted in the spirit of selfless Heart realization, will do much more to bring one closer to 
mastership than just any master’s blessing (in the forms of ritual initiations, authorizations, and 
empowerments) which in truth, by the master’s Heart presence alone, is being constantly given 
or showered upon all beings, especially to designated resonant practitioners. A master’s direct 
and, as needed, individual Heart blessing, as esoterically transmitted, is essential for bringing 
specific Heart students to a level of devotion and openness to Spirit, which grants them greater 
access to spiritual practice. But, the mere encouragement to and interest in practice must never 
be mistaken for the profound freedom of Spirit, which one must realize as they leave and tran-
scend the human dimension of consciousness. Spiritual practice is within the human universe, 
whereas spiritual realization is beyond the human universe. It is within the spiritual infiniverse!”

“A true spiritual teaching, in the form of sacred wisdom, is one that serves to illuminate, liberate, 
free, or transcend consciousness awareness. However, all true spiritual teachings are paradoxes, 
since only aspects of such true spiritual teachings can be written, spoken of, or known by both 
ordinary and developed unfolding beings. Thus, unless the individual is ready for the quick-
ening, initiation, confirmation, or realization that sacred contact with such teachings brings, 
even so-called true spiritual teachings may be of little or no use to such beings. Paradoxically, 
Free-Masters, who have mastered the teachings and their realizations, have little or no use for 
such teachings!”2

Another aspect of the blessings of the Master has to do directly with its spiritual, thus non-physi-
cal function, that is, through Spirit blessings related to the spiritual teaching function, the musical 
function, and the living demonstration function. As to this, Tisziji has stated the following clarifi-
cation for students and practitioners of this process.

Tisziji: “Since this process of genuine spiritual blessings is in accord with the cosmic law of res-
onance, anyone anywhere in the universe can find correct heart-opening spiritual resonance 
with the Master as Light and Sound, with or without any formal initiation or physical contact. 
This means that It can reach whom It chooses to reach! But don’t wait for this...you must prac-
tice every moment of the way. However, for this process of spontaneous initiation-resonance to 
be considered and recognized as legitimate or valid, there must be ample evidence, correspon-
dence, and consistency with the living word of the Living Master as such pertains to the revealed, 

1 Muñoz, Tisziji. No Way! Run, Run, The Master Is Coming. The Illumination Society, Inc. Newburgh, NY. 1994. p. 33.
2 Muñoz, Tisziji. Once Is For Always! The Illumination Society, Inc. Newburgh, NY. 1991. p. 26.
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written, or spoken Fire-Wisdom of Hu-dha realization relevant to the mysteries of sound, music, 
Silence, and self-transcended spiritual practice.”

The path to liberation is said to be treacherous, slippery, steep, jagged, and filled with obstacles. It 
is no easy attainment. The intense disciplines, commitment, and surrender required to even begin 
to recognize the possibility of such a state is a disruptive thought and an even more difficult prac-
tice for most beings. That is where the master, guide, or guru steps in. Most beings need the adept 
guidance of a Spirit realized teacher who has already traveled this road and who can create oppor-
tunities for others to make some progress on the path.

Tisziji: “For beginners on the Spirit path, it takes time and working with, if not mastering, time 
or the Kal forces. Everyone is a composite of both the Kal and Spirit forces. The Kal forces are the 
forces of nature, which manifest or appear as the phenomena or dimensions of matter, energy, 
space, and time, with mind as their matrix. Beyond and within these, including the mind in the 
form of human consciousness, are the subtle and pure Spirit forces of happiness, freedom, love, 
knowingness, seeingness, and beingness.

“The gradual or sudden movement or shift from Kal, as time or physical consciousness, to 
spiritual practice appears to be unnatural for most who are comfortably incarnated into and as 
self-centered body-minds. Movement towards or into the spiritual plane is easier for those who 
have less comfort and more poverty and simplicity as wood for the fire, rather than a wealth of 
attachment as a casket to be liberated from. Their discontentment or disagreement, however 
forced, is to their advantage if they are ready to receive nudgings and whisperings towards or 
from the spiritual realities. Hence, only after a great effort, and a great reversing of one’s natural 
Earth-centered energies, can a genuine experience of the pure Spirit world be known or realized. 
So, in truth, there is much to get beyond. However, it is easy for the genuine practitioner to sur-
render to the reality of the teacher, guru, or Master. This mere, but genuine, transfer of attention 
can begin to bring about a refocus of awareness upon, and an expansion of being within, the 
subtle reality of Spirit.

“Surrender, as openness, even momentarily, is the most easy and direct way. No one surren-
ders anything, anything of their stuff, material possessions, assets, property, or any of their junk 
to the Master. Surrender means releasing oneself from such unnecessary junk relative to the 
spiritual path of ascent and climbing to the heights of realization and liberation. Surrender is 
openness to this process and nothing more and nothing less. The Master will keep your attention 
or self-focus in the present, thereby weakening or destroying the force of past and present self 
karmas. Eventually, the patterns of past karmas are broken, and identification with or as the past 
of anyone or anything disappears and fades into being here now. There is infinitely more at stake 
in the present than in the possibility of the what was or the who was!”3

Regarding this process, for couples and partners, Tisziji offers this clarification.

Tisziji: “All seekers of peace are different. No two students are alike. All couples unconsciously 
marry to escape the burdens of self and the pressures of loneliness. Individuals marry the teach-

3 Muñoz, Tisziji. No Way! Run, Run, The Master Is Coming. The Illumination Society, Inc. Newburgh, NY. 1994. p. 1-2.
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ing or the teacher for similar reasons...to become free of the self and to realize the bliss of alone-
ness, the Heart of compassion, and the ecstasy of sharing Heart with all beings. All genuinely sa-
cred connections and student-teacher relationships are set up for higher forces to work through 
them. Hence, giving seekers or practitioners nonspecific practices keeps them bound to self-ef-
fort. Specific practices must be created by the teacher to break the hold the self has on Soul—the 
immaterialized state of free awareness. Then, Spirit, through the teacher, can be allowed to work 
on the student relative to the ways or means the student must be open to and ready for.”4

Sincere practitioners clearly recognize that the releasing of karma and the suffering that comes 
with it, is a means of simplifying and unburdening their lives, accepting that the more one lets go of 
suffering, the lighter one becomes. It is the master’s work to facilitate this process. However, most 
beings have many complex layers of inherited and acquired negative patterns to overcome.

Tisziji: “In the beginning of practice, there is nothing more evident than the burden of being kar-
ma. The presence and intelligence awareness of the master spontaneously intensifies the truth of 
the seeker’s karmatic being and the seeker’s karmatic debt. The required crisis of transformation 
must be brought about. The self-created karmatic debt needs to be recognized, purified, and 
transcended. However, the student’s preoccupation with accumulating, transforming, or escap-
ing from their materialistic, psychic, or spiritual karma is simply self-aggravating distraction. 
Thus, if any real progress is to be made in this lifetime, the karmatic or karma-clinging self-mind 
must be surrendered to the Master of realization who, living the process, is its goal. Indeed, for 
karmatic beings the spiritual path is, in the beginning, understandably difficult and painful, 
as the mechanical, materialistic, egoic self must be acknowledged, recognized, broken, and left 
behind. However, and fortunately, this process can be quickened in the company of the Living 
Master who loves each and every being as though they are its children in Spirit. Without this im-
personal, compassionate love, the seeker’s heart is not bound to open. It will not soften, sweeten, 
break open, or sing of love divine!

“The Master encourages and empowers the individual’s effort to excel and be one with high 
human ability. Then, the Master encourages being beyond the mind and its extraordinary capa-
bilities. The Master encourages and empowers living as the truth of free self-realization. Such 
a realization requires tremendous sacrifice and surrender. However, this realization, as rare as 
it is, is preliminary to God as total transcendent realization and being beyond. Such is the real 
function of the Master who only appears to teach, but who is, in truth, a selfless, Heartful agent 
of Spirit.

“For those students who are born to make spiritual progress, what the living master doesn’t 
have them do for their progress, the higher self or inner master will move them to do. Genu-
ine practitioners are always brought into the company of a living master or guide. After some 
genuine spiritual practice in the sacred company of a master, to the degree of experiencing the 
happiness and freedom of self-transcendence, there is no escaping one or the other influence. In 
truth, these two dynamics of the outer and inner master operate as one. Before long, these two 
aspects become indistinguishable. However, nothing happens before the inner-outer master’s 

4 IBID. p. 2.
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characteristics, intentions, communications, and reality as Heart are clearly recognized, under-
stood, accepted, and put into life-mastering functional practice.”5

The master’s presence in one’s life is an unfathomable influence that affects every thought, word, 
and deed. Whatever the inner or outer master reveals will be for the student’s benefit. One learns to 
listen carefully, to heed the warnings, and to accept the blessings of the master with gratitude, for 
the expansive Heart of the master is always on the outflow.

Tisziji: “No one is ready for the grace and space of the master. No one is ready for the master’s 
spiritual power, transcendent wisdom, and free, compassionate, selfless service. No one is ready 
for the burden of the master’s Heart and spiritual work. No one is ready to meet real God face 
to face, heart to heart. However, if you know love, its love, its divine love, you know the truth of 
surrender and the beautiful way of the selfless master.”6

Even with the intuitive knowledge that the master is a Heart being of infinite wisdom and love, 
most beings are put off by the notion of spiritual practice and the demands made upon the ego. 
There are too many selfish desires, needs, and attachments to let go of, and most beings prefer to let 
go of the master than to give up any selfishness. 

Tisziji: “Run, run, the Master is coming! Go ahead. Hide yourself from your ‘self.’ Be afraid of the 
light and sound. Be in darkness. It is your karmic right. It is your choice. Or is it your self-created 
fate?

“Run, run, the Master is coming! Free yourself from your ‘self.’ Be fearless in the light and 
sound. Be the light of Soul. It is your spiritual right. It is your awakened choice. It is your self-re-
alized freedom and joy. Run, run, right to the master. The master brings the heavenly bliss of 
love and the beautiful truth of radiant, selfless being. The master is the great space of the Heart. 
Run, run, the Master is coming! What a great love this is. This love is light. This light dissolves 
all illusion, all karma, and all unhappiness. This light is the power, the Spirit, and the freedom 
of God-love.

“To enter the light of the master is to go directly against the negative gravitational forces of 
this or any planet. The master is not Earth-bound. If one wants to remain Earth-bound, run, run, 
away from the master! The master is Spirit-realized and God-bound, Heart-bound, and incar-
nates for the sake of demonstrating and verifying the living truth of the Spirit path as it pertains 
to the potential of the human dimension of awareness. The path of Spirit is the path of no karma! 
No karma? No way! Run, run, the Master is coming!”7

5 IBID. p. 7-8.
6 IBID. p. 15.
7 IBID. p. 15-16.
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Mastery: The Freedom 
To Agree And Not To Agree

The more one opens to the light of the master, the more one sees how much there is to master. 
The realm of spiritual practice is a vast universe of intertwining and interconnecting realities. All 
masters, from within or without the traditions, work from specific systems that delineate the many 
levels of spiritual unfoldment. Tisziji has intuited and realized such a progression, and has given 
instruction to many through his numerous discourses and written works. One book in particular, 
The Divine Agreement, serves as a veritable road map to the complex maze of the spiritual process.

Tisziji: “Each human being is both a composite of all planes of consciousness and the source of 
all possibilities. Thus, each being is effect and cause. As effect, each being is an individualized 
complex sum of all relative perceptions. As cause or source, each being is free to assume the 
possibility of realizing reality as being the absolute center of here now conscious awareness. 
However, most beings who have succumbed to being mere effects, have either forgotten the ef-
fect-cause fact or truth of being conscious, or they have not yet awakened to it as being source 
conscious. Such beings are, for the time, destined to remain attached, ignorant, controlled, or 
disturbed by either a function, dysfunction, perception, or lack of perception relative to being 
temporarily stuck in, or presently operating on, one plane or dimension over, against, or within 
other planes of consciousness. Thus, being merely or only an effect of the universe of self is a fact 
of psychophysical or materio-spiritual imbalancement. It is not only ordinary, but even karmati-
cally necessary for undeveloped and unfolding beings to be temporarily stuck on or preoccupied 
with some plane of action or time-pattern, in a state of relative imbalancement. These beings are 
subsequently and appropriately held back or kept in a pattern of effects according to universal 
karmic law until such karmatic rounds or lessons are complete, or until spiritual unfoldment, 
grace, or Spirit of itself indirectly or directly empowers spiritual progression, advancement, or 
realization.

“Some practitioners are unfolded enough to know whether, and to what degree, they are 
either free from, or stuck in being, a viewpoint or value system that, too often, characterizes 
the communicational karmas of their relations. To be stuck in a viewpoint is to be negatively 
or self-limitingly identified with or as it. No one actually is just a viewpoint. Viewpoints are as-
sumed unless one’s viewpoint is that of transcendent, free Soul beingness itself.

“For some beings, there are severe communication problems and powerful or painful dis-
agreements with those beings who are unaware of the viewpoint that they are being at any given 
time. Thus, the appropriate inquiry arises, not in terms of who an individual is being, but in 
terms of what viewpoint, plane of operation, or karma they are being, assuming, or being used 
by in the moment. Does such a relative viewpoint and its corresponding plane or level of reality 
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permit the free, happy, radiant awareness of free Soul being, as a selfless dimension or higher 
world of consciousness, to shine through?

“Thus, which of the I ams does one speak with, to, as, or from? Is it the I am of I ams? Is it the 
I am of the body, or the I am of Soul? Has the I am of the body become the I am of the liberation 
of Soul? Has the I am of Soul become subject to the I am of the body? Or has the I am of the body 
surrendered to the I am that or who is free Soul?

“To detach or release oneself from the egoic mechanism of being mechanically controlled 
by a self-limiting, painful, or negative pattern is to be in disagreement with it. This level, mech-
anism, or function of disagreement is simply disengagement, avoidance, or detachment. This 
disagreement is based upon either a conscious resistance to such a self-limiting pattern, or it is 
based upon a recognition of the law of differentiational vibration as that pertains to the indi-
vidual. Disagreement through disengagement by conscious resistance is neither negative nor 
contractive. It is an awakened resistance, which includes disengagement and detached non-par-
ticipation. It is a conscious resistance, discriminately knowing of what is either necessary, sacred, 
or true for oneself. Such a resistance is the recognitional cutting through of anything that is no 
longer useful or necessary. It is not merely an unconscious, reactive, or unnecessary avoidance. 
It is a discriminative, intelligent, and conscious disagreement. Such a conscious disagreement 
or acknowledgment is equal to the awareness that something is no longer real for oneself. To 
acknowledge that something or someone is no longer real, is to be in disagreement with it. Such 
a disagreement is, in effect, a disempowerment-empowerment. It is a positive or conscious ne-
gation of such a thing, or a negation of a person’s influence or control over oneself. Therefore, to 
be in disagreement with these unnecessary karmatic aspects of the material universe, and all the 
things of the ‘I am which is the body’ may tend to be associated with or be attached to, is to be 
in agreement with that I am who is Soul—free and happy, independent and yet centered, selfless 
and yet Heartfelt, conscious and yet detached.

“That productive disagreement, renunciation, or detachment which is divine agreement re-
fers to living free from karmatic control, and being completely conscious and responsible for 
what comes with karmatic agreements and one’s communing with, or surrendering to, such kar-
mas. Productive disagreement, conscious renunciation, or selfless detachment means living free 
from communicating with those beings who are self-limitingly bound in karmatic patterns or 
programs of agreement, and who are thereby attached to pain and suffering. Such beings are 
in agreement with either being in pain or being in painful conditions. The recognition of this 
requires the development and practice of discriminative intelligence. This recognitional intelli-
gence is the essential method or technique of the gyana or wisdom yoga system, which includes 
developing the intuitive ability to know beyond knowing.”1

Tisziji has taught that the mechanics of agreement and disagreement, once properly acknowledged 
as being real and actively operational in one’s case, need to be applied to the practice of communi-
cation between beings.

Tisziji: “Communication must be recognized as a process of sharing. The question is, at what 
levels do beings communicate and truly share what with whom and to what degree? Beings al-

1 Muñoz, Tisziji. The Divine Agreement. The Illumination Society, Inc. Newburgh, NY. 1990. p. 1-3.
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ready operate at and from relatively but appropriately and necessarily different or individual 
dimensions of consciousness. By a conscious process of direction of, or release of, attention, 
will, or awareness, higher or vaster dimensions of consciousness or being can be immediately 
recognized, accessed, realized, put into action, or even immediately transformed or transcend-
ed. What or whom one gives attention to can be seen or understood as either, in terms of effect, 
what one is or is becoming, or in terms of cause, whom one is or is becoming, but rarely as that 
transcendent who or what that is beyond all becoming!

“Many beings feel or understand that they have problems, conflicts, or karmas to acknowl-
edge, deal with, look at, see into, understand, accomplish, realize, complete, master, transform, 
or transcend. But this havingness, as a problem, is neither true nor real. Havingness as a problem 
is only relatively true. Therefore, I say that this issue of any problem is a paradoxical one, since 
conflict, like all other forms of illusion, arises or appears only to disappear. Conflict is, but at 
what level? If conflict is a matter of level, then conflict definitely does not exist at certain higher 
or subtler levels of awareness. There must be a witness or an otherness relative to conflict as an 
object of perception that is not ‘being conflict,’ in order for conflict to be recognized as such. If 
there were only conflict as true reality, the possibility of being beyond conflict would appear to 
be unreal! Thus, conflict does not exist at the source of consciousness itself that of itself allows 
all beings the freedom of perception, consideration, or experience of the relative illusions of 
conflict and pain. Source consciousness reveals conflict’s complex paradoxical association with 
or as attachment to not only all time-space changes but to all appearances of things and beings!

“For the ordinary being who is identified with changes to the degree that they are only being 
changes, suffering and fearing those changes and transformations, there appears to be nothing 
else to see, know, or be but those changes. Human beings indulge in making or assuming that 
such suffering is very real, even eternally or divinely real. But this is only a viewpoint relative to 
a dimension of perceivable consciousness that needs to be transformed, penetrated, and tran-
scended in an instant under the right, appropriate, or sacred conditions.”2

Tisziji has also written extensively concerning the level of the causal body and its correspondence 
to the time track and how this track is the source of all memories.

Tisziji: “The connection that all suffering, conflict, disagreement, or unenlightened being has 
with memory must be sacredly seen. All suffering is experience. All remembered experiences 
that are painful or negative are suffering. Therefore, those who are identified or attached to ex-
periences relative to time and space, suffer them. Such suffering or clinging to past experience is 
based upon past experience, which conditions or determines how one feels or experiences being 
in the present. Painful experiences, which are suffering, limit or contract consciousness and cre-
ate a negative attachment, clinging, apprehension, anxiety towards, or anticipation of time past, 
present, or future. Such suffering is fearful. Such fear is suffering and clinging rooted in time. 
Such fear is negative experience, which is suffering based upon time. Such beings are, in effect, 
presently suffering time. Such beings are conditioned in and over time to be identified with the 
illusion of time changes. They live as the negative effects of time. Such beings only know an il-

2 IBID. p. 4-5.
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lusion of happiness or relief. Such beings know neither real happiness nor the truth of nowness 
and freedom from the three times: the past, the present, and the future.

“Therefore, being in Divine Agreement or productive, creative, or even benign disagreement, 
renunciation, or detachment means to operate conscious of and above or beyond these negative, 
mechanical, or unconscious processes relative to suffering, illusion, and self-limitation, and not 
limited or controlled by them.”3

Tisziji also applies this insight technology, regarding the mechanics of agreement and disagree-
ment, to human, social, and spiritual law.

Tisziji: “Humanly invented or assumed state, federal, international, common and legal laws or 
agreements, are made to be broken, changed, dissolved, or transcended relative to the changing 
times or the individual’s changing needs. Changing or transgressing such laws can occur with 
little or no consequence to oneself or to others. Many beings often break or disobey such laws 
without suffering any immediate negative effects until, if ever, they are caught and processed 
accordingly. And then there are those spiritual laws that, like the merciless laws of physics, if 
defied, broken, or disregarded, will bring consequential effects to the individual, its relations, 
and its self-created worlds.”4

“Spiritual law is different from social law. Social law appears as any form of win or lose game 
that can be beaten or escaped from. Its win or lose aspects are ordinarily either based upon clev-
er bending of the law or upon the interpretations, persuasiveness, and intellectual strategies of 
most lawyers, counselors, and judges, and their moods, values, and relative perceptions. It is too 
often a system where the wealthy and the guilty go free, and the innocent or the poor are con-
demned to confinement. More often than not, the system itself, with its loopholes and corrupt 
politics, is the guilty one. Social law, as functional and necessary as it is, operates in the world of 
appearances through ordinary, undeveloped human consciousness, and is conducted and man-
aged through the theatrics and manipulations of legal practitioners operative at or stuck in ego 
or negative self-consciousness, wherefrom truth is only an appearance. Rarely does Spirit and its 
divine justice operate in such an arena or field of law where narcissism, materialism, and conven-
tionalism are equally powerful in determining all outcomes.

“Paradoxically, spiritual law, relative to beingness, which all beings are granted and free to 
be by the grace of God, allows all beings to appear to be who or what they are as limited, igno-
rant, or unenlightened beings. Such beings are free to be spiritually unlawful and are free to be 
unenlightened. Such is the mysterious truth of spiritual law. However, the universal, mechanical 
law of cause and effect, which appears to be a mere physical law of action and reaction, is a lower 
dimensional manifestation of spiritual law, and thereby provides a foundation for the eternal 
principle that each being will materially reap what it sows, and that each being will spiritually 
keep what it knows, realizes, or is.

“Spiritual law may be recognized to operate relative to the principle or process of vibra-
tion, vibratory rates, and their corresponding levels or planes of differentiated attention, focus, 
consciousness, or karmatic pattern. In human terms, this may ordinarily, superficially, or me-

3 IBID. p. 6.
4 IBID. p. 16.
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chanically be measured, gauged, or known by how a person feels. Feeling is vibration. Vibration 
sensitivity is feeling. Identification with lower or denser levels of consciousness leads to negative 
feeling, pain, and suffering. The feeling of unhappiness is due to inappropriate or unnecessary 
attachment to some thing or being. Practitioners must recognize the feeling or heavy vibration 
which is unhappiness. Unhappiness is contraction. Unhappiness is negative emotion. Negative 
emotion is attachment. Negative attachment creates contraction equals unhappiness. Egoic or 
selfish contraction is unhappiness. Such unhappiness is suffering, and it is obviously self-created 
and self-sustained. The undoing, transforming, purifying, or releasing of this suffering requires 
self-recognition, self-realization, and self-liberation. A negative attachment is an attachment 
without freedom. Such an attachment offers neither freedom of movement nor freedom of be-
ing. A positive attachment can be a sacred connection. Such connections should grant happi-
ness, freedom of movement, and beingness. Such connections should encourage and empower 
the practice of awakening being.

“The various social, international, and universal laws pertain to relative dimensions of con-
sciousness. Thus, practitioners need to recognize what laws they must obey and be in or out of 
agreement with. Practitioners must recognize and act upon those laws, principles, agreements, 
conditions, or structures that they must disagree with, disregard, or transcend altogether. The 
divine of itself allows all laws to be, yet it transcends all laws, being a law of being that is unto 
itself. Thus, the divine God of itself has nothing whatsoever to do with those activities, assump-
tions, viewpoints, beings, or worlds that operate in disagreement with itself. The divine spiritual 
law is the law of transcendent paradox.

“To communicate is to commune at what level? To commune is to agree at what level? To 
agree is to obey what law or condition? These questions and the process of inquiry into this 
aspect of sharing must be intuitive, spontaneous, and present. Practitioners must immediately 
know, beyond all thinking, the level of their communications and sharings, and know the laws 
operative at such levels of sharing, communication, or agreement.

“The principle of cause and effect is neither good nor bad, right nor wrong. It just is. This 
principle is the truth of sharing throughout the universe. There is indeed a process of impression 
that is cause-effect based, which results in some form of communication that can even be inter-
preted as a non-communication or negative effect or result.”5

“The world of karma is the world of differences. The world of love is the world of oneness. 
The world of enlightenment is the world of sameness. The world of truth is the world of suchness, 
itness, and isness. This is a view. This may not be your view yet. It may become your view the 
deeper you go, the more open you become, the more enlightened or sacred your communication, 
or the truer the depth of your realized beingness.”6

“To be in a state of beingness does not mean that being any which way one can be, high or 
low, is equal to being in a state of beingness. To be suffering or to be miserable is not to be in a 
state of true beingness. To be in any unhappy or negative state is to be in a conditional or illusory 
state, which is already changing and liable to disappear upon recognition. In fact, all changing 
states may be recognized from a deeper and truer state of beingness. Paradoxically, one’s true 

5 IBID. p. 18-19.
6 IBID. p. 26.
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state of beingness is and always will be. It is the unchanging Heart of one’s being. It is that being 
which is divine, real, eternal, infinite, awake, happy, free, loving, compassionate, enlightened, 
and truth itself. Thus, interference, interruption, or interaction in these ways must be requested, 
chosen, and welcomed by the individual. Otherwise, such action may be simply sinful interac-
tion, and liable to bear little or no fruit apart from creating additional karma for the individual.

“Teachers and practitioners must rigidly obey and practice the law of non-interference or de-
tachment in order to maintain proper neutral balancement in the universe. The way of the world 
is based upon the unlawful activity of interference and the reckless, careless, and even ruthless 
trespassing upon the beingness of other beings. Here, the practices of influencing, manipulating, 
deceiving, disturbing, and disempowering or destroying other beings, all of which are forms of 
interference that cause disequilibrium, are left, for the most part, unchecked, unaccounted for, 
and unrecognized. Social law and conventional education empower interference and unenlight-
ened social interaction. They thrive off such interference and the widespread diseases that are 
consequences of such unconscious, negative, or even fatal interferences.

“The path of detached non-interference is verily the Buddha’s Middle Path, which is far from 
the path of mediocrity. It is the razor-edged path of intelligent discrimination and self-awakened 
balancement, from which true, Heartfelt, and selfless service can be or is freely and sacredly 
shared with other beings. There is a true state of harmony in the form of balanced beingness. 
This state is also called heaven here now, nirvana, awakenment, and so on. Some even call it God 
or the state of being that always is here now. This true state need not be fully realized in order 
for it to have any reality. It need only be intuited, for it is the state that shines brightest when the 
karmic curtain opens and the light of happiness is allowed to shine through it for any reason, 
under any conditions, and to any degree. 

“Anything that distracts one from or detracts from this state of liberated, free, and happy be-
ingness may be recognized as a karmic distraction, interference, or interruption, causing a sense 
of imbalancement, which in turn causes or sustains the stress and pain of illusory separation 
from true reality here and now. Practitioners agree that this state or condition of true or pure 
beingness is their truth. Non-practitioners disagree with this. True practitioners may disagree 
with the view that true being is other than unconditional being. Non-practitioners live agreeing 
to be other than unconditional or pure beingness itself.

“The recognition of the truth of this state of the Heart of beingness must be brought into any 
and every life circumstance and condition, and every conversation and communication with 
other beings. For only in the deep remembrance of one’s true state of being, beyond all notions 
and poisons of ego and selfishness, is there to be found and lived true happiness, and the ecstatic 
bliss of divine love that fills the innermost Heart.”7

Tisziji takes his pristine awareness of the mechanics of the universe into subtle regions of the mi-
crocosmic universes for those who dare to go, dare to know, and dare to grow accordingly. 

Tisziji: “In order to be or live on the subtle planes, one can only do so in proportion to the degree 
that one has temporarily or perfectly transcended the previous denser plane’s body or vehicle of 
perception. To properly or adeptly operate in the causal body, one has to have transcended two 

7 IBID. p. 27-29.
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levels of reality or bodies to get there...the physical body and the astral body. To be operating on 
the causal plane, one has to be operating in the causal body or on that plane of consciousness. 
The same with the next subtler body, which is the mental body, the body operative at the plane 
of thought. All bodies coexist as one complex and complete body of awareness, the Soul body, 
which of itself is the all-pervasive, infinite body, sphere, and reality of awareness. 

“Each one of these bodies, dimensions, planes, or dynamics can be distinctly experienced 
as an individual body or non-fixed center of perception, and it is not uncommon to experience, 
even while dreaming and asleep, that one is transcending subtler and subtler bodies or dynamics 
of consciousness, moving into and beyond the Soul or pure awareness body, center, or source. It 
is a common and natural phenomenon. And as one gives up each one of these sheaths, bodies, 
barriers, veils, or grades of consciousness, one experiences a higher degree of awareness and 
light. One knows more. One is greater awareness.”8

The knowingness of the Master is shared selflessly so that all who are open to receiving this wisdom 
may benefit from it. Hearing or reading these words may create a stirring, or an attunement to the 
realities of the Master, which is a beginner’s step in the process of unfoldment.

Tisziji: “The language I use is perhaps an inadequate medium for the transmission of these ideas, 
views, or sacred thoughts. However, the individual must go beyond the words and concepts, and 
feel deeper into the Spirit of what is being shared here and now in order to test and prove any of 
this to itself. I am doing this work. I am living it. I am talking it. I am writing it. I am playing it. 
I am seeing it. I am hearing it. I am breathing it. I am being it and, as much as possible, passing 
fire-wisdom along. It is the reality I am realizing and liberating here now, and simultaneously 
being liberated from on the spot. It is its own reality, which it always is. Can this be or is this 
your reality? If so, may we always work together in these deep and beautiful ways of Spirit, free 
from all suffering, liberated at first to appropriately, sacredly, freely, and happily help those in 
our midst.”9

“To have realized these things is to celebrate life and to give power to the wisdom that is 
inherent in the realization of the Heart’s oneness for and as all things and beings. Thus, to be a 
realizer is to be a celebrator. To be a realized celebrator is to be a sacred healer. To be a realized 
celebrator who is a sacred healer is to be a compassionate being. To be a compassionate being is 
to be awake to all beings as one’s true family.

“Always thank the great Spirit. Create a special time during the day to give thanks for one’s 
relations, one’s responsibilities, one’s opportunities, one’s self-created fate, for one’s cycle of pains 
and pleasures, and for one’s precious guidance in the ways of spiritual transcendence. Always 
thank the great Spirit for happiness’ sake, for freedom’s sake, and for love’s sake. Gratitude is a 
key to grace and infinitely opening to the higher blessings of life in Spirit.

“Beginners may not know about these things or these sacred methods, but as they learn to 
see and hear in Spirit’s ways, the truth of all of this is revealed, and inevitably becomes common 

8 IBID. p. 30. (as also excerpted from Tisziji Speaks, Book 1. The Illumination Society, Inc. Newburgh, NY. 1986.)
9 Muñoz. Tisziji. Spirit Path. The Illumination Society, Inc. Newburgh, NY. 1992. p. 39.
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wisdom and good spiritual common sense! Trust in the transcendent paradox of Spirit. It is the 
way of the Heart. This Heart is the native truth of all beings.”10

“These words are only tone-images, which I have used to share the joy of this awareness about 
the way things are, and the beautiful way things can be for other beings. This way is not an end; 
it is a perpetual beginning. This dharma or Spirit path is the way it is. It is, therefore, a means 
to establish and empower right, sacred, or true relationship and communion with all beings. Be 
with these Heart-thoughts. Go deep with these thoughts. Be at the source of these thoughts and 
forever remain in sacred harmony and in love always.”11 

10 IBID. p. 40.
11 IBID. p. 41-42.
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